FIRECAD™ 2019 COMMAND REFERENCE
FIRECAD™ MODULE COMMANDS
The following commands are found on the FireCAD™ menu, ribbon, and/or application palette
and add the additional functionality to the base design program. All commands listed are also
available from the command line.
Ribbon Panel/Palette

Menu/Button

Command

Description

Attributes

Clear Existing

atclear_existing

Prompts user for selection and clears existing
status.

Attributes

Export
Attributes to
CSV

atexattdatatocsv

Exports all block reference attributes on the
drawing to a csv file which can be modified and
re-imported.

Attributes

Export
Attributes to
CSV By Block

atexattdatatocsv_byblock

Exports all block reference attributes for any
selected block name to a csv file which can be
modified and re-imported.

Attributes

Export
Attributes to
CSV By
Selection

atexattdatatocsv_bysel

Exports all block reference attributes for any
selection of block references to a csv file which
can be modified and re-imported.

Attributes

Export
Attributes to
Excel

atexattdatatoexcel

Exports all block reference attributes on the
drawing to an xslx file which can be modified
and re-imported.

Attributes

Export
Attributes to
Excel By Block

atexattdatatoexcel_byblock

Exports all block reference attributes for any
selected block name to an xslx file which can be
modified and re-imported.

Attributes

Export
Attributes to
Excel By
Selection

atexattdatatoexcel_bysel

Exports all block reference attributes for any
selection of block references toan xslx file
which can be modified and re-imported.

Attributes

Import
Attribute Data

atimportattributedata

Imports and synchronizes all block attributes in
a modified .csv or .xslx export file.

Attributes

Level Attributes

atlevel_attributes

Rotates all dynamic device attributes to 0
degrees; Does not move insertion point.

Attributes

Locate
Attributes

atlocate_attributes

Relocates all dynamic device attributes to lower
right corner of each device; Does not rotate
attributes.

Attributes

Set Attribute
Visibility

atatt_visibility

Opens the attribute visibility settings dialog.

Attributes

Set Existing

atset_existing

Prompts user for selection and marks devices
as existing.

Circuit Palette

Connect

atconnect

Prompts for a selection of devices to connect to
the active circuit.

Circuit Palette

Disconnect

atdisconnect

Prompts for a selection of devices to disconnect
from the active circuit.

Circuit Palette

Insert

atinsert_in_circuit

Prompts for a single device on the active circuit
to insert before, then prompts for a selection of
devices to disconnect from the active circuit.

Circuit Palette

Lock All
Addresses

atlock_all_circuit_addresses

Locks all addresses on the active circuit, so that
connecting, disconnecting and inserting other
devices do not shift addresses in use. Essential
prior to making as-built revisions.
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Circuit Palette

Manage
Addresses

atmanage_locked_circuit_addresses

Opens the locked addresses dialog for the
active circuit.

Circuit Palette

Resequence
Circuit

atresequence_circuit

Prompts to resequence the circuit connection
order of devices on the active circuit, allowing
the user to determine the best order which
overall can affect length and wirefill.

Circuit Palette

Unlock All
Addresses

atunlock_all_circuit_addresses

Unlocks all addresses of the active circuit, which
will revert the addresses to be freely assigned
based on connection order.

Circuit Palette

Update Wirefill

atupdate_circuit_paths

Determines the shortest connection path
between devices based on available segments
and updates all wirefill for the active circuit.

Circuits

Hide Coverage
Display

athidecoverage

Hides coverage for a selection of devices.

Circuits

Override
Device Address

atset_override_address

Override a device address.

Circuits

Relocate
Circuits

atrelocate

Relocates circuits from a connected device to a
compatible device.

Circuits

Set Device
Input Circuits

atset_device_input_circuits

Prompts user for selection and opens a dialog
to configure selected device input circuits.
Devices may be connected to a circuit.

Circuits

Set Panel
Name

atset_panel_name

Prompts user for selection and sets a panel
name for any assembly or device with output
circuits.

Circuits

Show Coverage
Display

atshowcoverage

Displays coverage for a selection of devices.

Circuits

Unlock Device
Address

atremove_override_address

Remove a device address override.

Circuits/Wirepath

Update All Wire
Labels

atupdate_all_circuit_paths

Finds the shortest path between devices on
each circuit, but does not change the
connection order of devices; Can shorten the
overall circuit length of circuits, or apply ttapped or serial wirepath label data.

Cleanup

Set Color of
Block Entities
to 'ByBlock'

atset_all_byblock

Sets the color of all block enities in the active
drawing to 'ByBlock'; All modelspace block
references are set to 'ByLayer'.

Cleanup

Set Color of
Block Entity
Lineweights to
'ByBlock'

atset_all_lineweights_byblock

Sets all block enitity lineweights in the active
drawing to 'ByBlock'.

Cleanup

Set Default
Mleader Style

atset_default_mleaderstyle

Creates a default application mleader style and
sets all dynamic wirepath labels in the current
drawing to use it.

Cleanup

Set Default
Text Style

atset_default_textstyle

Creates a default application attribute style and
sets all dynamic device block attributes in the
current drawing to use it.

Device Pallete

Device

atinsert

Inserts a device from the device palette, similar
to placing a block with additional options to
adjust rotation.

Devices

Replace
Selection With
Block

atreplace_blockrefs

Replaces selected entites with a block definition

Devices

Replace
Selection With
Device

atreplace_devices

Replaces selected entites with a project device
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Drawing

Auto Poly

atpoly

Draws a filleted polyline from a series of points
and trims the ends to the edge of any
intersecting blocks

Drawing

Auto Spline

atspline

Draws a spline from a series of points and trims
the ends to the edge of any intersecting blocks.

Drawing

Quick Poly

atquick_poly

Draws an orthogonal ATPolyline between two
block references or devices

Drawing

Quick Spline

atquick_spline

Draws an ATSpline between two block
references or devices

Edit

Assembly
Editor

atedit_assembly

Prompts to select assembly and opens the Edit
Assembly dialog.

Edit

Launch Project
Device Editor

atopen_device_editor

Launches the device editor utility and connects
to the current project database

Edit

Master Block
Definitions

atedit_master_block_definitions

Opens the Edit Master Block Definitions dialog
to allow the import of block definitions into the
master database.

Edit

Options

atoptions

Opens the Options dialog.

Edit

Project Block
Definitions

atedit_project_block_definitions

Opens the Edit Project Block Definitions dialog
to allow the import of block definitions into the
current project database.

Edit

Project
Drawings

atedit_project_drawings

Opens the Edit Project Drawings dialog.

Entity Properties

Clear Entity
Properties

atclear_entity_properties

Clears all entity properties from selected
devices.

Entity Properties

Set Entity
Properties

atset_entity_properties

Sets entitiy properties for the selected devices;
Follow prompts to assign a name and select or
type a value for the property.

Entity Properties

View Entity
Properties

atview_entity_properties

Opens an editor which displays all entitiy
properties for the selected device

File

Close Project

atclose_project

Closes the active project.

File

Create Project

atcreate_project

Creates a new project using an optional master
database connection.

File

Open Project

atopen_project

Opens a project file.

File

Update Project

atupdate_project

Updates or adds parts from the master
database.

Reports

Battery
Calculation
Report

atreport_battery_calcs

Generates battery calculation reports.

Reports

Bill Of Material

atreport_bom

Generates a bill of material.

Reports

Cable and Wire
Legend

atreport_cable_legend

Generates cable and wire legend.

Reports

Device Legend

atreport_legend

Generates a device legend.

Reports

Device
Schedule

atexport_device_schedule_reports

Generates device address schedule reports and
exports them to Excel.

Reports

Device
Schedule

atreport_schedule

Generates device schedule reports.

Reports

Export Pointto-Point
Reports to
Excel

atexport_point_to_point_reports

Generates point-to-point voltage drop reports
and exports them to Excel.
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Reports

Export Speaker
Schedules to
Excel

atexport_speaker_schedule_reports

Generates speaker schedule reports and
exports them to Excel.

Reports

Lump Sum
Voltage Drop

atreport_lump_sum

Generates lump sum voltage drop reports.

Reports

Origin Loading
Report

atreport_origin_loading

Generates origin loading report for all circuit
origins.

Reports

Point-to-Point
Voltage Drop

atreport_point_to_point

Generates point-to-point voltage drop reports.

Reports

Speaker
Schedule

atreport_speaker_schedule

Generates speaker schedule reports.

Riser

Create Riser
Diagram

atriser

Creates a riser diagram; Follow prompts for
optional settings.

Riser

Create Riser
Diagram From
Selection

atriser_selection

Creates a riser diagram from selection; Follow
prompts for optional settings.

Riser

Set Device
Elevations

atset_elevations

Sets riser elevations for the selected devices;
Displays current device elevations while
command is active.

Riser

Set Riser
Columns

atset_riser_column

Sets riser column for the selected devices;
Displays current device riser columns while
command is active.

Selection

List Device
Circuit
Requirements

atlist

Prompts user for selection of connected or
unconnected devices and displays total required
watts, address quantity, standby and alarm
current.

Selection

Select Devices
By Keyword

atselect_by_keyword

Selects devices by keyword search.

Validation

Purge Deleted
Entities and
Circuits

atdelete_orphans

Permanently deletes circuit connections to
devices that have been deleted from the
drawing.

Validation

Refresh All
Labels

atrefresh_labels

Updates all device attributes and wirepath
labels in the current drawing; Does not validate
drawing for added or deleted entities.

Validation

Reset Device
Block
Definitions

atrefresh_blocks

Resets all device block definitions and attribute
locations in the current drawing; In most cases
the 'blockedit' command should be used when
making changes to a block.

Validation

Update Cached
Block Images

atrefresh_block_images

Updates cached block images in the current
database.

Validation

Validate
Devices

atvalidate

Validates the devices on the active drawing and
refreshes all labels; Checks for added or deleted
devices that may have been added outside of
project.

Validation

Validate
Segments

atvalidate_segments

Validates segments on the active drawing and
refreshes all labels; Checks for added or deleted
wirepaths that may have been added outside of
project.

View

Open Project
Palette

atshow

Opens the main application palette.

Wirepath

Clear Conduit
Type

atclear_conduit_type

Clear the conduit size and type for a selection
of wirepath segments. This will remove the
conduit fill text, but wire fill and conductor
count will still be displayed.
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Wirepath

Delete All Wire
Labels

atdelete_all_wirefill

Deletes all calculated wirefill from the project
database. The 'atupdate_all_circuit_paths'
command can be used to recalculate all wirefill
data.

Wirepath

Hide Conductor
Count

athide_conductor_count

Hide the conductor count total in the segment
mleaders.

Wirepath

Hide Conduit
Fill

athide_conduit_fill

Hide the conduit type and fill percent in the
segment mleaders.

Wirepath

Hide Wirefill

athide_wirefill

Hide the wire fill label in the segment mleaders.

Wirepath

Set Conduit
Type

atset_conduit_type

Set the conduit size and type for a selection of
wirepath segments. This will use the current
selection, or prompt for a selection of entities if
none are selected. Conduit type will only be
applied to validated wirepath segments and will
be visible only after calculating/updating wirefill
by using the ‘Update All Wire Labels’ command.

Wirepath

Show
Conductor
Count

atshow_conductor_count

Display the conductor count total (example: ‘2
COND.’) in the segment mleaders. NOTE: This
requires that all cables in the device editor have
a valid number of conductors set. If this is
blank then ‘0 COND.’ or an inaccurate number
will be shown.

Wirepath

Show Conduit
Fill

atshow_conduit_fill

Display the conduit type and fill percent
(example: ‘1/2” EMT (5.82% FILL)’) in the
segment mleaders. NOTE: This requires that a
conduit size and type is set on the associated
wirepath segments (see atset_conduit_type).
On segments where no conduit type is
assigned, this will not be displayed.

Wirepath

Show Wirefill

atshow_wirefill

Display the wire fill label (1 A, 2 B, etc…) in the
segment mleaders as configured in the related
output circuit templates. The default
configuration is set to ‘[LBL]’ to dynamically
display the cable label property. Other dynamic
configuration keywords can be ‘[PNL]’, ‘[CKT]’,
‘[COND]’, ‘[AWG]’. These properties use the
current panel, circuit, and properties in the
Cable table that can be set to through the
device editor.

Wirepath

Update All Wire
Labels

atupdate_all_circuit_paths

Finds the shortest path between devices on
each circuit, but does not change the
connection order of devices; Can shorten the
overall circuit length

(not on menu)

atdelete_all_wirefill

Deletes all calculated wirefill and removes
labels from the drawing.

(not on menu)

atset_node_name

Prompts user for selection and sets a node
name.

(not on menu)

atset_device_attributes_color_bylayer

Sets all dynamic device attribute colors to
'ByLayer', which makes them follow the device
color settings.

(not on menu)

atset_device_attributes_color_white

Sets all dynamic device attribute colors to
'White'.

(not on menu)

atupdate_default_mleaderstyle

Applies the default Mleader style to dynamic
wirepath labels.

(not on menu)

atcleanup_repositories

Checks for any project data resulting from the
program terminating unexpectedly. Prompts the
user to save, delete, or ignore this data. Runs
automatically at startup.
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(not on menu)

atreroute_polylines

Calculates automatically routed polylines from
selected block references and intersecting
segments.

(not on menu)

atreroute_wirepaths

Calculates automatically routed wirepaths from
devices and existing active wirepaths.

(not on menu)

atset_location

Prompts user to select a device, and then a text
string tat will be used to populate the Location
entity property.

(not on menu)

atopen_dwg

Opens the selected drawing in the Project Tree.

(not on menu)

atlicense

Opens the licensing dialog

BASE AUTOCAD OEM SYSTEM COMMANDS
The following commands are found on the base CAD drawing system menu, ribbon, and/or
application palettes and offer the functionality required to produce a complete set of drawings,
with or without the use of the FireCAD™ specific commands above. All commands listed are also
available from the command line.
Category

Command

Description

2D - Annotation Scale

*annoselected

Setvar used by menus to detect whether the object selected is
annotative.

2D - Annotation Scale

_aidimtextmove

Dimension utility to allow user to move dimension text

2D - Annotation Scale

_aimleadereditadd

Menu utility to add a leader line to an existing multileader
object.

2D - Annotation Scale

_aiobjectscaleadd

Menu utility to add object scale

2D - Annotation Scale

_aiobjectscaleremove

Menu utility to remove object scale

2D - Annotation Scale

_annoreset

Resets the location of all scale representations for an annotative
object to that of the current scale representation

2D - Annotation Scale

_annoupdate

Updates existing annotative objects to match the current
properties of their styles

2D - Annotation Scale

_mleader

Creates a line that connects annotation to a feature

2D - Annotation Scale

_mleaderalign

Organizes selected multileaders along a specifiedline

2D - Annotation Scale

_mleadercollect

Organizes selected multileaders containing blocks as content
into a group attached to a single leader line

2D - Annotation Scale

_mleadercontentedit

Hidden command that double click edits MLEADERS.

2D - Annotation Scale

_mleaderedit

Adds leader lines to, or removes leader lines from, a multileader
object

2D - Annotation Scale

_mleaderstyle

Defines a new multileader style

2D - Annotation Scale

_objectscale

Adds or deletes supported scales for annotative objects

2D - Annotation Scale

_-objectscale

Adds or deletes supported scales for annotative objects from the
command line.

2D - Annotation Scale

annoallvisible

Hides or displays annotative objects that do not support the
current annotation scale

2D - Annotation Scale

annoautoscale

Updates annotative objects to support the annotation scale
when the annotation scale is changed
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2D - Annotation Scale

annotativedwg

Specifies whether or not the drawing will behave as an
annotative block when inserted into another drawing

2D - Annotation Scale

cannoscale

Sets the name of the current annotation scale for the current
space

2D - Annotation Scale

cannoscalevalue

Returns the value of the current annotation scale

2D - Annotation Scale

cmleaderstyle

Sets the name of the current multileader style

2D - Annotation Scale

hidexrefscales

Controls whether Xref scales are shown or hidden.

2D - Annotation Scale

mleaderscale

Sets the overall scale factor applied to multileader objects.

2D - Annotation Scale

msltscale

Scales linetypes displayed on the model tab by the annotation
scale

2D - Annotation Scale

selectionannodisplay

Controls whether alternate scale representations are
temporarily displayed in a dimmed state when an annotative
object is selected

2D - Blocks

*apstate

Read-only sysvar for Author Palette Window's state

2D - Blocks

_acadblockdialog

Displays the BLOCK dialog

2D - Blocks

_acadwblockdialog

Displays the WBLOCK dialog

2D - Blocks

_acdcattedit

Internal command for Attribut Edit with Design Center

2D - Blocks

_attdef

Creates an attribute definition

2D - Blocks

_-attdef

Creates an attribute definition from command line

2D - Blocks

_attdisp

Globally controls attribute visibility

2D - Blocks

_attedit

Changes attribute information

2D - Blocks

_-attedit

Changes attribute information from command line

2D - Blocks

_attext

Extracts attribute data

2D - Blocks

_-attext

Extracts attribute data from command line

2D - Blocks

_attipedit

Changes the textual content of an attribute within a block

2D - Blocks

_attredef

Redefines a block and updates associated attributes

2D - Blocks

_attsync

Updates all instances of a specified block with the current
attributes defined for the block

2D - Blocks

_baction

Creates an action object

2D - Blocks

_bactionbar

Displays or hides action bars for a selection set of parameters
objects

2D - Blocks

_bactionset

Specifies the selection set of objects associated with an action
object

2D - Blocks

_bactiontool

Adds an action to a dynamic block definition

2D - Blocks

_base

Sets the insertion base point for the current drawing

2D - Blocks

_bassociate

Associates an action object with a parameter

2D - Blocks

_battman

Block Attribute Manager, edits attribute properties of a block
definition

2D - Blocks

_battorder

Specifies the order of attributes for a block

2D - Blocks

_bclose

Closes the Block Editor

2D - Blocks

_bconstruction

Converts geometry into construction geometry.
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2D - Blocks

_bcparameter

Applies constraint parameters to selected objects or converts
dimensional constraints to parameter constraints

2D - Blocks

_-bcparameter

Creates constraint parameters in the Block Editor.

2D - Blocks

_bcycleorder

Changes the cycling order of grips

2D - Blocks

_bedit

Opens the block definition in the Block Definition Editor

2D - Blocks

_-bedit

Edit a block definitation on the command line.

2D - Blocks

_besettings

Starts the Block Editor Settings dialog

2D - Blocks

_bgripset

Creates, deletes, or resets grip objects associated with a
parameter

2D - Blocks

_block

Creates a block definition from selected objects

2D - Blocks

_-block

Creates a block definition from selected objects from command
line

2D - Blocks

_blockicon

Generates preview images

2D - Blocks

_blookuptable

Displays the Property Lookup Table dialog box.

2D - Blocks

_bmake

Allows creation of new block

2D - Blocks

_bmod

Allows modification of existing block

2D - Blocks

_bparameter

Adds a parameter with grips to a dynamic block definition

2D - Blocks

_bsave

Saves the current block definition

2D - Blocks

_bsaveas

Saves a copy of the current block definition under a new name

2D - Blocks

_btable

Displays a dialog with a grid control for defining different
variations of the block

2D - Blocks

_btestblock

Test a dynamic block in a &amp;quot;Block Test&amp;quot;
window.

2D - Blocks

_bvhide

Hides objects in the current visibility state or all visibility states
in a dynamic block definition

2D - Blocks

_-bvhide

Hides objects in the current visibility state or all visibility states
in a dynamic block definition

2D - Blocks

_bvshow

Makes objects visible in the current visibility state or all visibility
states in a dynamic block definition

2D - Blocks

_-bvshow

Makes objects visible in the current visibility state or all visibility
states in a dynamic block definition

2D - Blocks

_bvstate

Creates, sets, or deletes a visibility state in a dynamic block

2D - Blocks

_-bvstate

Creates, sets, or deletes a visibility state in a dynamic block

2D - Blocks

_dataextraction

Extracts drawing data and merges data from an external source
to a data extraction table or external file.

2D - Blocks

_-dataextraction

Extracts drawing data and merges data from an external source
to a data extraction table or external file.

2D - Blocks

_datalink

Creates, edits, and manages data links.

2D - Blocks

_ddatte

Attribute edit

2D - Blocks

_ddinsert

Inserts a block or another drawing
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2D - Blocks

_eattedit

Enhanced Attribute Base - Editor, Edits attributes in a block
reference

2D - Blocks

_eattext

Exports block attribute information to an external file

2D - Blocks

_-eattext

Exports block attribute information to a table or to an external
file

2D - Blocks

_insert

Places a named block or drawing into the current drawing

2D - Blocks

_-insert

Places a named block or drawing into the current drawing from
command line

2D - Blocks

_insertobj

Inserts a linked or embedded object

2D - Blocks

_minsert

Inserts multiple instances of a block in a rectangular array

2D - Blocks

_resetblock

Resets a dynamic block reference to the default values of the
block definition

2D - Blocks

_wblock

Writes objects to a new drawing file

2D - Blocks

_-wblock

Writes objects to a new drawing file from command line

2D - Blocks

_xattach

Attaches an external reference to the current drawing

2D - Blocks

aflags

Sets options for attributes

2D - Blocks

attdia

Controls whether the -INSERT command uses a dialog box for
attribute value entry

2D - Blocks

attipe

Controls the display of the in-place editor used to create
multiline attributes.

2D - Blocks

attmode

Controls display of attributes

2D - Blocks

attmulti

Controls whether multiline attributes can be created.

2D - Blocks

attreq

Determines whether the INSERT command uses default
attribute settings during insertion of blocks

2D - Blocks

bactionbarmode

Controls whether action bars or legcy action objects are
displayed in the Block Editor

2D - Blocks

bactioncolor

Sets the color of actions in the Block Editor.

2D - Blocks

bconstatusmode

Controls color overrides of underconstrained geometry

2D - Blocks

bdependencyhighlight

Controls whether or not dependent objects are highlighted
when a parameter, action, or grip is selected in the Block Editor.

2D - Blocks

bgripobjcolor

Sets the color of grips in the Block Editor.

2D - Blocks

bgripobjsize

Sets the relative size of grips in the Block Editor.

2D - Blocks

blockeditlock

Disallows opening of Block Editor and editing of dynamic block
definitions.

2D - Blocks

blockeditor

Reflects whether or not the Block Editor is open.

2D - Blocks

blocktestwindow

Indicates whether the test block window is current.

2D - Blocks

bparametercolor

Sets the color of parameters in the Block Editor.

2D - Blocks

bparameterfont

Sets the font used for parameters and actions in the Block
Editor.

2D - Blocks

bparametersize

Sets the relative size of parameter text and features in the Block
Editor.

2D - Blocks

bptexthorizontal

Forces the text display for dimensional constraints to horizontal.
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2D - Blocks

btmarkdisplay

Sets the relative size of parameter text and features in the Block
Editor.

2D - Blocks

bvmode

Sets the relative size of parameter text and features in the Block
Editor.

2D - Blocks

datalinknotify

Controls the notification for updated or missing data links

2D - Blocks

dxeval

Controls when data extraction tables are compared against the
data source, and if the data is not current, displays an update
notification

2D - Blocks

insbase

Stores the insertion base point set by BASE, which gets
expressed as a UCS coordinate for the current space.

2D - Blocks

insname

Sets a default block name for the INSERT command.

2D - Blocks

insunits

When you drag a block or image from DesignCenter, specifies a
drawing units value.

2D - Blocks

insunitsdefsource

Sets source content units value.

2D - Blocks

insunitsdeftarget

Sets target drawing units value.

2D - Blocks

projectname

Assigns a project name to the current drawing.

2D - Blocks

xrefctl

Controls whether AutoCAD OEM writes external reference log
(XLG) files.

2D - Dimension

*dimcommandactive

Determines whether dim command is active.

2D - Dimension

_aidimfliparrow

Dimension precision

2D - Dimension

_aidimprec

Dimension precision

2D - Dimension

_aidimstyle

Dimension utility to handle dimstyles

2D - Dimension

_aimleadereditremove

Menu utility to removes a leader line from an existing
multileader object.

2D - Dimension

_centerdisassociate

Make a non-associatcenter mark on a circle or arc.

2D - Dimension

_centerline

Add a center line between two lines.

2D - Dimension

_centermark

Add a center mark on a circle or arc.

2D - Dimension

_centerreassociate

Make an associative centermark/centerline non-associative.

2D - Dimension

_centerreset

Reset centermark/centerline size back to its newly created
status.

2D - Dimension

_ddim

Dimension settings

2D - Dimension

_dim

Accesses dimensioning mode

2D - Dimension

_dim1

Makes dim sub-prompt active

2D - Dimension

_dimaligned

Creates an aligned linear dimension

2D - Dimension

_dimangular

Creates an angular dimension

2D - Dimension

_dimarc

Creates an arc length dimension

2D - Dimension

_dimbaseline

Continues a linear angular or ordinate dimension from the
baseline of the previous or selected dimension

2D - Dimension

_dimbreak

Adds or removes a dimension break

2D - Dimension

_dimcenter

Creates the center mark or the center lines of circles and arcs
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2D - Dimension

_dimcontinue

Continues a linear angular or ordinate dimension from the
second extension line of the previous or a selected dimension

2D - Dimension

_dimdiameter

Creates diameter dimensions for circles and arcs

2D - Dimension

_dimdisassociate

Allows users to disassociate associative dimensions

2D - Dimension

_dimedit

Edits dimensions

2D - Dimension

_dimhorizontal

Horizontal dimension

2D - Dimension

_diminspect

Create or remove inspection dimensions

2D - Dimension

_-diminspect

Create or remove inspection dimensions using the command
line.

2D - Dimension

_dimjogged

Creates jogged radius dimensions

2D - Dimension

_dimjogline

Adds or removes a jog line to a linear or aligned dimension

2D - Dimension

_dimlinear

Creates linear dimensions

2D - Dimension

_dimordinate

Creates ordinate point dimensions

2D - Dimension

_dimoverride

Overrides dimension system variables

2D - Dimension

_dimradius

Creates radial dimensions for circles and arcs

2D - Dimension

_dimreassociate

Allows users to associate non-associative dimensions

2D - Dimension

_dimregen

Forces a regeneration of all associative dimensions

2D - Dimension

_dimrotated

Rotated dimension

2D - Dimension

_dimspace

Creates and modifies dimension styles

2D - Dimension

_dimstyle

Creates and modifies dimension styles

2D - Dimension

_-dimstyle

Creates and modifies dimension styles from command line

2D - Dimension

_dimtedit

Moves and rotates dimension text

2D - Dimension

_dimvertical

Vertical dimension

2D - Dimension

_leader

Creates a line that connects annotation to a feature

2D - Dimension

_qdim

Creates a dimension

2D - Dimension

_qleader

Quickly creates a leader and leader annotation

2D - Dimension

_tolerance

Creates geometric tolerances

2D - Dimension

annomonitor

Turns the Annotation Monitor on or off

2D - Dimension

centercrossgap

Controls the cross hair gap of the new created smart center
mark.

2D - Dimension

centercrosssize

Controls the cross hair size of the new created smart center
mark.

2D - Dimension

centerexe

Controls the overshoot length of the new created smart center
object.

2D - Dimension

centerlayer

Controls the layer of the new created smart center object.

2D - Dimension

centerltscale

Controls the linetype scale of the new created smart center
object.

2D - Dimension

centerltype

Controls the linetype of the new created smart center object.

2D - Dimension

centerltypefile

Controls the linetype file containing the centerltype.
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2D - Dimension

centermarkexe

Controls the visibility of extension lines on new created smart
center marks.

2D - Dimension

centermt

Controls stretching of Centered MTEXT.

2D - Dimension

dimadec

Controls the number of precision places displayed in angular
dimensions.

2D - Dimension

dimalt

Controls the display of alternate units in dimensions.

2D - Dimension

dimaltd

Controls the number of decimal places in alternate units.

2D - Dimension

dimaltf

Controls the multiplier for alternate units.

2D - Dimension

dimaltrnd

Rounds off the alternate dimension units.

2D - Dimension

dimalttd

Sets the number of decimal places for the tolerance values in
the alternate units of a dimension.

2D - Dimension

dimalttz

Toggles suppression of zeros in tolerance values.

2D - Dimension

dimaltu

Sets the units format for alternate units of all dimension style
family members except angular.

2D - Dimension

dimaltz

Controls the suppression of zeros for alternate unit dimension
values

2D - Dimension

dimanno

Indicates whether or not the current dimension style is
annotative.

2D - Dimension

dimapost

Specifies a text prefix or suffix (or both) to the alternate
dimension measurement for all types of dimensions except
angular.

2D - Dimension

dimarcsym

Controls display of the arc symbol in an arc length dimension.

2D - Dimension

dimaso

Controls the associativity of dimension objects.

2D - Dimension

dimassoc

Controls creation of associative dimensions

2D - Dimension

dimasz

Controls the size of dimension line and leader line arrowheads.

2D - Dimension

dimatfit

Determines how dimension text and arrows are arranged when
space is not sufficient to place both within the extension lines.

2D - Dimension

dimaunit

Sets the units format for angular dimensions.

2D - Dimension

dimazin

Suppresses zeros for angular dimensions.

2D - Dimension

dimblk

Sets the arrowhead block displayed at the ends of dim

2D - Dimension

dimblk1

Sets the arrowhead for the first end of the dimension line when
DIMSAH is on.

2D - Dimension

dimblk2

Sets the arrowhead for the second end of the dimension line
when DIMSAH is on.

2D - Dimension

dimcen

Controls drawing of circle or arc center marks and centerlines.

2D - Dimension

dimclrd

Assigns colors to dimension lines, arrowheads, and dimension
leader lines.

2D - Dimension

dimclre

Assigns colors to dimension extension lines.

2D - Dimension

dimclrt

Assigns colors to dimension text.

2D - Dimension

dimcontinuemode

Controls the dimension style of a continued or baseline
dimension.
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dimdec

Sets the number of decimal places displayed for the primary
units of a dimension.

2D - Dimension

dimdle

Sets the distance the dimension line extends beyond the
extension line when oblique strokes are drawn instead of
arrowheads.

2D - Dimension

dimdli

Controls the spacing of the dimension lines in baseline
dimensions.

2D - Dimension

dimdsep

Specifies a single-character decimal separator to use when
creating dimensions whose unit format is decimal.

2D - Dimension

dimexe

Specifies how far to extend the extension line beyond the
dimension line.

2D - Dimension

dimexo

Specifies how far extension lines are offset from origin points.

2D - Dimension

dimfit

Obsolete. Has no effect in AutoCAD 2000 except to preserve the
integrity of pre-AutoCAD 2000 scripts and AutoLISP routines.

2D - Dimension

dimfrac

Sets the fraction format when DIMLUNIT

2D - Dimension

dimfxl

Sets the total length of the extension lines starting from the
dimension line toward the dimension origin.

2D - Dimension

dimfxlon

Controls whether extension lines are set to a fixed length

2D - Dimension

dimgap

Sets the distance around the dimension text when the
dimension line breaks to accommodate dimension text.

2D - Dimension

dimjogang

Determines the angle of the transverse segment of the
dimension line in a jogged radius dimension.

2D - Dimension

dimjust

Controls the horizontal positioning of dimension text.

2D - Dimension

dimlayer

Specifies the layer that new dim will be created on via the Dim
command .

2D - Dimension

dimldrblk

Specifies the arrow type for leaders.

2D - Dimension

dimlfac

Sets a scale factor for linear dimension measurements.

2D - Dimension

dimlim

Generates dimension limits as the default text.

2D - Dimension

dimltex1

Sets the linetype of the first extension line.

2D - Dimension

dimltex2

Sets the linetype of the second extension line

2D - Dimension

dimltype

Sets the linetype of the dimension line.

2D - Dimension

dimlunit

Sets units for all dimension types except Angular.

2D - Dimension

dimlwd

Assigns lineweight to dimension lines.

2D - Dimension

dimlwe

Assigns lineweight to extension lines.

2D - Dimension

dimpickbox

Override pickbox system variable temporary for smarter dim
command.

2D - Dimension

dimpost

Specifies a text prefix or suffix (or both) to the dimension
measurement.

2D - Dimension

dimrnd

Rounds all dimensioning distances to the specified value.

2D - Dimension

dimsah

Controls the display of dimension line arrowhead blocks.

2D - Dimension

dimscale

Sets the overall scale factor applied to dimensioning variables
that specify sizes, distances, or offsets.

2D - Dimension
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2D - Dimension

dimsd1

Controls suppression of the first dimension line.

2D - Dimension

dimsd2

Controls suppression of the second dimension line.

2D - Dimension

dimse1

Suppresses display of the first extension line.

2D - Dimension

dimse2

Suppresses display of the second extension line.

2D - Dimension

dimsho

Controls redefinition of dimension objects while dragging.

2D - Dimension

dimsoxd

Suppresses drawing of dimension lines outside the extension
lines.

2D - Dimension

dimtad

Controls the vertical position of text in relation to the dimension

2D - Dimension

dimtdec

Sets the number of decimal places to display in tolerance values
for the primary units in a dimension.

2D - Dimension

dimtfac

Sets a scale factor used to calculate the height of text for
dimension fractions and tolerances.

2D - Dimension

dimtfill

Controls the background of dimension text.

2D - Dimension

dimtfillclr

Sets the color for the text background in dimensions.

2D - Dimension

dimtih

Controls the position of dimension text inside the extension
lines for all dimension types except ordinate.

2D - Dimension

dimtix

Draws text between extension lines.

2D - Dimension

dimtm

Sets the minimum (or lower) tolerance limit for dimension text
when DIMTOL or DIMLIM is on.

2D - Dimension

dimtmove

Sets dimension text movement rules.

2D - Dimension

dimtofl

Controls whether a dimension line is drawn between the
extension lines even when the text is placed outside.

2D - Dimension

dimtoh

Controls the position of dimension text outside the extension
lines.

2D - Dimension

dimtol

Appends tolerances to dimension text.

2D - Dimension

dimtolj

Sets the vertical justification for tolerance values relative to the
nominal dimension text.

2D - Dimension

dimtp

Sets the maximum (or upper) tolerance limit for dimension text
when DIMTOL or DIMLIM is on.

2D - Dimension

dimtsz

Specifies the size of oblique strokes drawn instead of
arrowheads for linear, radius, and diameter dimensioning.

2D - Dimension

dimtvp

Controls the vertical position of dimension text above or below
the dimension line.

2D - Dimension

dimtxsty

Specifies the text style of the dimension.

2D - Dimension

dimtxt

Specifies the height of dimension text, unless the current text
style has a fixed height.

2D - Dimension

dimtxtdirection

Specifies the dimension text viewing direction.

2D - Dimension

dimtxtruler

Specifies whether or not a ruler is displayed when editing
dimension text.

2D - Dimension

dimtzin

Controls the suppression of zeros in tolerance values.

2D - Dimension

dimunit

Obsolete.

2D - Dimension

dimupt

Controls options for user-positioned text.
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2D - Dimension

dimzin

Controls the suppression of zeros in the primary unit value.

2D - Draw \Edit

_revcloud

Creates a revision cloud

2D - Draw \Edit

_reverse

Reverses linetype direction by swapping start and end points of
curves

2D - Draw \Edit

revcloudcreatemode

Store the default create mode for revcloud command

2D - Draw \Edit

revcloudgrips

Enable revision cloud grips

2D - Draw\Edit

*textalignspacingvalue

Specifies the text-align spacing value.

2D - Draw\Edit

_+saveas

Accepts different save formats and then show SAVEAS dialog

2D - Draw\Edit

_arc

Creates an arc

2D - Draw\Edit

_array

Creates multiple copies of objects in a pattern

2D - Draw\Edit

_-array

Creates multiple copies of objects in a pattern from command
line

2D - Draw\Edit

_arrayclassic

Legacy array command to invoke legacy array dialog

2D - Draw\Edit

_arrayclose

Saves back or discards changes made to the source object(s) of
the array, or to a replacement item

2D - Draw\Edit

_-arrayclose

Saves back or discards changes made to the source object(s) of
the array, or to a replacement item

2D - Draw\Edit

_arrayedit

Edits multiple copies of objects in a pattern

2D - Draw\Edit

_arraypath

Creates multiple copies of objects in a pattern defaulting to the
Path type

2D - Draw\Edit

_arraypolar

Creates multiple copies of objects in a pattern defaulting to the
Polar type

2D - Draw\Edit

_arrayrect

Creates multiple copies of objects in a pattern defaulting to the
Rectangular type

2D - Draw\Edit

_bhatch

Fills an enclosed area with a hatch pattern

2D - Draw\Edit

_-bhatch

Fills an enclosed area with a hatch pattern from command line

2D - Draw\Edit

_blend

The command creates a spline object that is G1 (tangent) or G2
(smooth) continuous between two curves.

2D - Draw\Edit

_break

Erases parts of objects or splits an object in two

2D - Draw\Edit

_cellselect

Inernal command used to when changing the cell section using
the arrow keys.

2D - Draw\Edit

_chamfer

Bevels the edges of objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_change

Changes the properties of existing objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_chprop

Changes the color, layer, linetype scale factor and thickness of
an object

2D - Draw\Edit

_circle

Creates a circle

2D - Draw\Edit

_classicgroup

Legacy group command

2D - Draw\Edit

_convertpoly

Converts existing polylines to be old or new style (lightweight)
polylines

2D - Draw\Edit

_copy

Duplicates objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_copybase

Copies objects with a specified basepoint

2D - Draw\Edit

_datalinkupdate

Updates data to or from an established external data link.
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2D - Draw\Edit

_ddstyle

Displays dialog box for the STYLE command

2D - Draw\Edit

_dist

Measures the distance and angle between two points

2D - Draw\Edit

_divide

Places evenly spaced point objects or blocks along the length or
perimeter of an object

2D - Draw\Edit

_donut

Draws filled circles and rings

2D - Draw\Edit

_doughnut

Draws filled circles and rings

2D - Draw\Edit

_draworder

Changes the display order of images and other objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_dropgeom

Command to execute drop part of drag and drop

2D - Draw\Edit

_dtext

Displays text on screen as it is entered

2D - Draw\Edit

_edittablecell

Starts the table editing mode.

2D - Draw\Edit

_ellipse

Creates an ellipse or an elliptical arc

2D - Draw\Edit

_erase

Removes objects from a drawing

2D - Draw\Edit

_explode

Breaks a compound object into its component objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_extend

Extends an object to meet another object

2D - Draw\Edit

_fill

Controls the filling of multilines traces solids solid-fill hatches
and wide polylines

2D - Draw\Edit

_fillet

Rounds and fillets the edges of objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_gradient

Fills an enclosed area or selected objects with a gradient fill

2D - Draw\Edit

_group

Creates a named selection set of objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_-group

Creates a named selection set of objects from command line

2D - Draw\Edit

_groupedit

Add or remove group members

2D - Draw\Edit

_hatch

Fills a specified boundary with a pattern

2D - Draw\Edit

_-hatch

HATCH displays prompts on the command line.

2D - Draw\Edit

_hatchedit

Modifies an existing hatch object

2D - Draw\Edit

_-hatchedit

Modifies an existing hatch object from command line

2D - Draw\Edit

_hatchgenerateboundary

Generate a hatch boundary

2D - Draw\Edit

_hatchsetboundary

Sets a new hatch boundary

2D - Draw\Edit

_hatchsetorigin

Sets a new hatch origin

2D - Draw\Edit

_hatchtoback

Sets draworder of all hatches in drawing to back

2D - Draw\Edit

_join

Joins a line, an arc, or another polyline to an open polyline if
their ends connect or are close to each other.

2D - Draw\Edit

_justifytext

Changes the justification point of selected text objects without
changing their locations

2D - Draw\Edit

_lengthen

Lengthens an object

2D - Draw\Edit

_line

Creates straight line segments

2D - Draw\Edit

_ltscale

Sets the linetype scale factor

2D - Draw\Edit

_matchcell

Applies the properties of a selected table cell to other table cells

2D - Draw\Edit

_mirror

Creates a mirror image copy of objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_mledit

Edits multiple parallel lines

2D - Draw\Edit

_-mledit

Edits multiple parallel lines from command line

2D - Draw\Edit

_mline

Creates multiple parallel lines
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2D - Draw\Edit

_mlstyle

Defines a style for multiple parallel lines

2D - Draw\Edit

_move

Displaces objects a specified distance in a specified direction

2D - Draw\Edit

_mtedit

Starts the mtext Base - Editor

2D - Draw\Edit

_mtext

Creates multiline text

2D - Draw\Edit

_-mtext

Creates multiline text from command line

2D - Draw\Edit

_mtprop

Mtext properties

2D - Draw\Edit

_ncopy

Copies objects nested in an xref or a block.

2D - Draw\Edit

_new

Creates a new drawing file

2D - Draw\Edit

_offset

Creates concentric circles parallel lines and parallel curves

2D - Draw\Edit

_-partiaload

Loads additional geometry into a partially opened drawing from
command line

2D - Draw\Edit

_-partialopen

Loads geometry from a selected view or layer into a drawing
from command line

2D - Draw\Edit

_pkfstgroup

Allows the user to select the items to group before running the
command

2D - Draw\Edit

_-pkfstgroup

Allows the user to select the items to group before running the
command

2D - Draw\Edit

_pline

Creates two-dimensional polylines

2D - Draw\Edit

_point

Creates a point entity

2D - Draw\Edit

_polygon

Creates an equilateral closed polyline

2D - Draw\Edit

_qnew

Creates a new drawing file

2D - Draw\Edit

_qsave

Saves the current drawing

2D - Draw\Edit

_ray

Creates a semi-infinite line

2D - Draw\Edit

_rectang

Draws a rectangular polyline

2D - Draw\Edit

_rectangle

Draws a rectangular polyline

2D - Draw\Edit

_rotate

Moves objects about a base point

2D - Draw\Edit

_save

Saves the drawing under the current file name or a specified
name

2D - Draw\Edit

_saveas

Saves an unnamed drawing with a file name or renames the
current drawing

2D - Draw\Edit

_scale

Enlarges or reduces selected objects equally in the X Y and Z
directions

2D - Draw\Edit

_scalelistedit

Controls the list of scales available for layout viewports, page
layouts, and plotting

2D - Draw\Edit

_-scalelistedit

If you enter -scalelistedit at the Command prompt,
SCALELISTEDIT displays prompts on the command line.

2D - Draw\Edit

_scaletext

Enlarges or reduces selected text objects without changing their
locations.

2D - Draw\Edit

_shape

Inserts a shape

2D - Draw\Edit

_sketch

Creates a series of freehand line segments

2D - Draw\Edit

_spline

Creates a quadratic or cubic spline (NURBS) curve

2D - Draw\Edit

_splinedit

Edits a spline object
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2D - Draw\Edit

_stretch

Moves or stretches objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_table

Creates an empty table object in a drawing

2D - Draw\Edit

_-table

Creates an empty table object in a drawing

2D - Draw\Edit

_tabledit

Edits text in a table cell

2D - Draw\Edit

_tableexport

Exports data from a table object in CSV file format

2D - Draw\Edit

_tablestyle

Defines a new table style

2D - Draw\Edit

_text

Displays text on screen as it is entered

2D - Draw\Edit

_-text

Creates a single line of text

2D - Draw\Edit

_textalign

Organizes selected text objects along a specified line

2D - Draw\Edit

_textedit

Enables you to edit a dimensional constraint, dimension, or text
object.

2D - Draw\Edit

_texttofront

Brings text and dimensions in front of all other objects in the
drawing

2D - Draw\Edit

_tinsert

Insert a block into a table cell

2D - Draw\Edit

_trace

Creates solid lines

2D - Draw\Edit

_trim

Trims objects at a cutting edge defined by other objects

2D - Draw\Edit

_u

Reverses the most recent operation

2D - Draw\Edit

_ungroup

Explode a group

2D - Draw\Edit

_xline

Creates an infinite line

2D - Draw\Edit

arrayassociativity

Specifies the default associativity of array to be created

2D - Draw\Edit

arrayeditstate

Indicates whether drawing array is in an in-place edit state for
source objects

2D - Draw\Edit

arraytype

Indicates default array type (Rectangular, Path, Polar)

2D - Draw\Edit

chamfera

Sets the first chamfer distance.

2D - Draw\Edit

chamferb

Sets the second chamfer distance.

2D - Draw\Edit

chamferc

Sets the chamfer length.

2D - Draw\Edit

chamferd

Sets the chamfer angle.

2D - Draw\Edit

chammode

Sets the input method by which AutoCAD creates chamfers.

2D - Draw\Edit

circlerad

Sets the default circle radius. A zero indicates no default.

2D - Draw\Edit

clayer

Sets the current layer.

2D - Draw\Edit

copymode

Controls whether the COPY command repeats automatically.

2D - Draw\Edit

ctablestyle

Sets the name of the current table style.

2D - Draw\Edit

dctcust

Displays the path and file name of the current custom spelling
dictionary.

2D - Draw\Edit

dctmain

Displays the path and file name of the current main spelling
dictionary.

2D - Draw\Edit

distance

Stores the distance computed by the DIST command.

2D - Draw\Edit

donutid

Sets the default for the inside diameter of a donut.

2D - Draw\Edit

donutod

Sets the default for the outside diameter of a donut.

2D - Draw\Edit

edgemode

Controls how the TRIM and EXTEND commands determine
cutting and boundary edges.
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2D - Draw\Edit

explmode

Controls whether the EXPLODE command supports nonuniformly scaled (NUS) blocks.

2D - Draw\Edit

filletrad

Stores the current fillet radius.

2D - Draw\Edit

fillmode

Specifies whether multilines, traces, solids, all hatches (including
solid-fill), and wide polylines are filled in.

2D - Draw\Edit

fontalt

Specifies the alternate font to be used when the specified font
file cannot be located.

2D - Draw\Edit

fontmap

Specifies the font mapping file to be used.

2D - Draw\Edit

gfang

Specifies the angle of a gradient fill.

2D - Draw\Edit

gfclr1

Specifies the color for a one-color gradient fill or the first color
for a two-color gradient fill.

2D - Draw\Edit

gfclr2

Specifies the second color for a two-color gradient fill.

2D - Draw\Edit

gfclrlum

Makes the color a tint (mixed with white) or a shade (mixed with
black) in a one-color gradient fill.

2D - Draw\Edit

gfclrstate

Specifies whether a gradient fill uses one color or two colors.

2D - Draw\Edit

gfname

Specifies the pattern of a gradient fill.

2D - Draw\Edit

gfshift

Specifies whether the pattern in a gradient fill is centered or is
shifted up and to the left.

2D - Draw\Edit

groupdisplaymode

Controls the display and grips on groups when group selection is
on

2D - Draw\Edit

hatchboundset

Controls which Boundary Set option (Current viewport/Existing
set) was selected in the ribbon or dialog.

2D - Draw\Edit

hatchcreation

Controls whether the Hatch Creation contextual ribbon tab is
displayed

2D - Draw\Edit

hatchtype

Controls setting the hatch type (pattern, solid, gradient, userdefined).

2D - Draw\Edit

hpang

Specifies the hatch pattern angle.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpannotative

Set whether a hatch pattern will be annotative

2D - Draw\Edit

hpassoc

Controls whether hatch patterns and gradient fills are
associative.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpbackgroundcolor

Controls setting a background fill color for hatch patterns

2D - Draw\Edit

hpbound

Controls the object type created by the BHATCH and BOUNDARY
commands.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpboundretain

Controls whether a new hatch object will also create boundaries
(polylines or regions).

2D - Draw\Edit

hpcolor

Contorls the default color to be used for newly created hatch
objects.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpdlgmode

Controls whether the HATCH/GRADIENT commands display the
Hatch and Gradient dialog.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpdouble

Specifies hatch pattern doubling for user-defined patterns.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpdraworder

Controls the draw order of hatches and fills.
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2D - Draw\Edit

hpgaptol

Allows objects that are not closed to be hatched and sets a
maximum size for the gap that is bridged.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpinherit

Controls how MATCHPROP copies the hatch origin from the
source object to the destination hatch objects.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpislanddetection

Contorls setting the island detection method when selecting
objects.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpislanddetectionmode

Controls setting the island detection method when selecting
objects.

2D - Draw\Edit

hplastpattern

Allows AutoCAD to remember the last used pattern.

2D - Draw\Edit

hplayer

Controls setting a default layer to be used for newly created
hatch and gradient objects.

2D - Draw\Edit

hplinetype

Controls whether patterns in hatch entities can display
linetypes.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpmaxareas

Sets the maximum number of enclosed areas that a single hatch
object can have.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpmaxlines

Controls the maximum number of hatch lines that will generate.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpname

Sets a default hatch pattern name of up to 34 characters
without spaces.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpobjwarning

Sets the number of hatch boundary objects that can be selected
before displaying a warning message.

2D - Draw\Edit

hporigin

Sets the hatch origin point for new hatch objects relative to the
current user coordinate system.

2D - Draw\Edit

hporiginmode

Controls how HATCH determines the default hatch origin point.

2D - Draw\Edit

hppickmode

Controls the default Pick method used by the Hatch Creation
contextual tab.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpquickpreview

Controls previewing the hatch when rolling over enclosed areas
while specifying an internal point for the hatch.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpquickprevtimeout

Controls the timeout of the hatch live preview.

2D - Draw\Edit

hprelativeps

Controls scaling the hatch pattern relative to paper space units
(available only from a layout).

2D - Draw\Edit

hpscale

Specifies the hatch pattern scale factor, which must be nonzero.

2D - Draw\Edit

hpseparate

Controls whether HATCH creates a single hatch object or
separate hatch objects when operating on several closed
boundaries.

2D - Draw\Edit

hptransparency

Contorls setting the default transparency value to be used for
newly created hatch and gradient objects.

2D - Draw\Edit

lunits

Sets linear units

2D - Draw\Edit

luprec

Sets the global linetype scale factor.

2D - Draw\Edit

mirrhatch

Controls how the MIRROR command reflects text.

2D - Draw\Edit

mirrtext

Controls how the MIRROR command reflects text.

2D - Draw\Edit

mtextautostack

Controls the autostacking feature for MTEXT
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2D - Draw\Edit

mtextcolumn

Controls the default Multiline Text column behavior

2D - Draw\Edit

mtextdetectspace

Controls the Multiline Text Numbering behavior.

2D - Draw\Edit

mtexted

Sets mtext Base - Editor type

2D - Draw\Edit

mtextfixed

Controls the appearance of the Multiline Text Base - Editor.

2D - Draw\Edit

mtexttoolbar

Controls the display of the Text Formatting toolbar.

2D - Draw\Edit

mtjigstring

Sets the content of the sample text displayed at the cursor
location when the MTEXT command is started.

2D - Draw\Edit

offsetdist

Sets the default offset distance.

2D - Draw\Edit

offsetgaptype

Controls how to offset polylines when a gap is created as a result
of offsetting the individual polyline segments.

2D - Draw\Edit

opmstate

Indicates whether the properties window is displaying or not

2D - Draw\Edit

plineconvertmode

Controls whether line or arc segments are used when converting
splines to plines

2D - Draw\Edit

plinegcenmax

Sets the maximum number of polyline that a geometeric center
object can be calculated.

2D - Draw\Edit

plinegen

Sets how linetype patterns generate around the vertices of a 2D
polyline.

2D - Draw\Edit

plinereversewidths

Used to control appearance of polyline when it is reversed.

2D - Draw\Edit

plinetype

Specifies whether AutoCAD OEM uses optimized 2D polylines.

2D - Draw\Edit

plinewid

Stores the default polyline width.

2D - Draw\Edit

polysides

Sets the default number of sides for the POLYGON command.

2D - Draw\Edit

projmode

Sets the current Projection mode for trimming or extending.

2D - Draw\Edit

sketchinc

Sets the record increment for the SKETCH command.

2D - Draw\Edit

skpoly

Determines whether the SKETCH command generates lines,
polylines or spline.

2D - Draw\Edit

sktolerance

Controls the number of fit points created for the spline created
by SKETCH command.

2D - Draw\Edit

spldegree

Sets the degree of the spline being created when specifying
control vertices

2D - Draw\Edit

splframe

Controls the display of splines and spline-fit polylines.

2D - Draw\Edit

splinesegs

Sets the number of line segments to be generated for each
spline-fit polyline generated by the Spline option of the PEDIT
command.

2D - Draw\Edit

splinetype

Sets the type of curve generated by the Spline option of the
PEDIT command.

2D - Draw\Edit

splknots

Sets the knot parameterization when creating a spline by
specifying fit points

2D - Draw\Edit

splmethod

Controls the prompts for creating a spline – either specifying Fit
points or CV’s (Control vertices)
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2D - Draw\Edit

splperiodic

Controls periodic spline creation

2D - Draw\Edit

tableindicator

Controls the display of the cell and row indicator when the InPlace Text Editor is open for editing a table.

2D - Draw\Edit

tabletoolbar

Controls the display of the Table Toolbar.

2D - Draw\Edit

textalignmode

Specifies the text-align mode.

2D - Draw\Edit

textalignspacing

Specifies the text-align spacing option.

2D - Draw\Edit

textallcaps

Controls whether or not text and mtext uses All CAPS

2D - Draw\Edit

textautocorrectcaps

Controls the automatic correction of CAPS LOCK key feature for
MTEXT, TEXT and DTEXT

2D - Draw\Edit

texted

Specifies the user interface for editing single-line text and
dimension text.

2D - Draw\Edit

texteditmode

Toggles the textedit command mode between single and
multiple

2D - Draw\Edit

texteval

Controls the method of evaluation of text strings.

2D - Draw\Edit

textfill

Controls the filling of TrueType fonts while plotting, exporting
with the PSOUT command, and rendering.

2D - Draw\Edit

textqlty

Sets the resolution tessellation fineness of text outlines

2D - Draw\Edit

tracewid

Sets the default trace width.

2D - Draw\Edit

trackpath

Controls the display of polar and object snap tracking alignment
paths.

2D - Draw\Edit

trimmode

Controls whether AutoCAD OEM trims selected edges for
chamfers and fillets.

2D - Draw\Edit

tspacefac

Controls the multiline text line spacing distance measured as a
factor of text height. Valid values are 0.25 to 4.0.

2D - Draw\Edit

tspacetype

Controls the type of line spacing used in multiline text.

2D - Draw\Edit

tstackalign

Controls the vertical alignment of stacked text.

2D - Draw\Edit

tstacksize

Controls the percentage of stacked text fraction height relative
to selected text's current height.

2D - Drawing Aids

*appstatusbarstate

System variable to determine whether the application status bar
is hidden or shown.

2D - Drawing Aids

*appstatusbaruseicons

System variable to determine whether to show or hide the
status bar iconds

2D - Drawing Aids

*osnapoverride

Sets override value for osnap.

2D - Drawing Aids

*qcstate

Read-only sysvar for Calculator Window's state

2D - Drawing Aids

_+dsettings

Specifies settings for Snap mode, grid, and polar and object snap
tracking dialog

2D - Drawing Aids

_+ucsman

Manages defined user coordinate systems dialog box

2D - Drawing Aids

_acucseditaction

Internal use command to do UCS dragging functionality

2D - Drawing Aids

_addselected

Create a new object with the same object type as a selected
object

2D - Drawing Aids

_advsetupwiz

Advanced setup wizard

2D - Drawing Aids

_aperture

Controls the size of the object target box

2D - Drawing Aids

_blipmode

Controls display of marker blips for point selection

2D - Drawing Aids

_cal

Evaluates mathematical and geometric expressions
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2D - Drawing Aids

_cutclip

Copies objects to the Clipboard and erases the objects from the
drawing

2D - Drawing Aids

_dblist

Lists database information for each object in the drawing

2D - Drawing Aids

_ddunits

Displays dialog box for the UNITS command

2D - Drawing Aids

_dragmode

Toggles display of objects while being dragged

2D - Drawing Aids

_dsettings

Specifies settings for Snap mode, grid, and polar and object snap
tracking

2D - Drawing Aids

_elev

Sets elevation and extrusion thickness properties of new objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_filter

Creates lists to select objects based on properties

2D - Drawing Aids

_find

Finds, replaces, selects, or zooms to specified text

2D - Drawing Aids

_grid

Displays a dot grid

2D - Drawing Aids

_hideobjects

Prompts to select objects. After the selection set is complete,
the objects selected are hidden and the command ends.

2D - Drawing Aids

_isodraft

Set the isometric drafting mode

2D - Drawing Aids

_isolateobjects

Prompts to select objects and makes all of the objects in the
current space invisible except for the objects selected

2D - Drawing Aids

_matchprop

Copies the properties from one object to one or more objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_mredo

Multi-redo command

2D - Drawing Aids

_mvsetup

Sets up the specifications of a drawing

2D - Drawing Aids

_oops

Restores erased objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_optchprop

Internal command for changing propierties from various combo
box dropdowns.

2D - Drawing Aids

_ortho

Constrains cursor movement

2D - Drawing Aids

_osnap

Sets running object snap modes and changes the target box size

2D - Drawing Aids

_-osnap

Sets running object snap modes and changes the target box size
from command line

2D - Drawing Aids

_painter

Copies the properties from one object to one or more objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_paintprop

Copies the properties from one object to one or more objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_pedit

Edits polylines and three-dimensional polygon meshes

2D - Drawing Aids

_ppgetacadinput

Used by the QP pick point button.

2D - Drawing Aids

_properties

Controls properties of existing objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_propertiesclose

Closes the Properties dialog

2D - Drawing Aids

_ptype

Specifies the display mode and size of point objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_qcclose

Closes the QuickCalc calculator.

2D - Drawing Aids

_qksetupwiz

Quick Setup Startup wizard

2D - Drawing Aids

_qselect

Quickly creates selection sets based on filtering criteria

2D - Drawing Aids

_quickcalc

Opens the QuickCalc calculator interface
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2D - Drawing Aids

_quickproperties

The Quick Properties panel lists the most commonly used
properties for each object type or a set of objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_redo

Reverses the effects of the previous UNDO or U command

2D - Drawing Aids

_selectsimilar

Create a selection set of similar objects by selecting one or more
objects

2D - Drawing Aids

_snap

Restricts cursor movement to specified intervals

2D - Drawing Aids

_solid

Creates solid-filled polygons

2D - Drawing Aids

_spacetrans

Converts length values between model space and paper space

2D - Drawing Aids

_spell

Checks spelling in a drawing

2D - Drawing Aids

_ucs

Manages user coordinate systems

2D - Drawing Aids

_ucsicon

Controls the visibility and placement of the UCS icon

2D - Drawing Aids

_ucsman

Manages defined user coordinate systems

2D - Drawing Aids

_undo

Reverses the effect of commands

2D - Drawing Aids

_unisolateobjects

Makes objects visible that have been previously hidden using
the HIDEOBJECTS or ISOLATEOBJECTS commands

2D - Drawing Aids

_units

Controls coordinate and angle display formats and determines
precision

2D - Drawing Aids

_-units

Controls coordinate and angle display formats and determines
precision from command line

2D - Drawing Aids

angbase

Sets the base angle to 0 with respect to the current UCS.

2D - Drawing Aids

angdir

Sets the positive angle direction from angle 0 with respect to the
current UCS.

2D - Drawing Aids

apbox

Turns the AutoSnap aperture box on or off. The aperture box is
displayed in the center of the crosshairs when you snap to an
object.

2D - Drawing Aids

aunits

Sets units for angles.

2D - Drawing Aids

auprec

Sets the number of decimal places displayed for all read-only
angular units

2D - Drawing Aids

autosnap

Controls AutoSnap marker, tooltip, and magnet.

2D - Drawing Aids

calcinput

Controls whether mathematical expressions can be entered in a
dialog box.

2D - Drawing Aids

cgeocs

Gets the id of the spatial coordinate system assigned.

2D - Drawing Aids

crossingareacolor

Controls the color of the transparent selection area during
crossing selection.

2D - Drawing Aids

dragp1

Sets the regen-drag input sampling rate.

2D - Drawing Aids

dragp2

Sets the fast-drag input sampling rate.

2D - Drawing Aids

dyndigrip

Controls which dynamic dimensions are displayed during grip
stretch editing.

2D - Drawing Aids

dyndivis

Vertical dimension

2D - Drawing Aids

dyninfotips

Controls the display of the cycling tips beneath the command
input when dynamic input is on while manipulating grips

2D - Drawing Aids

dynmode

Turns Dynamic Input features on and off.
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2D - Drawing Aids

dynpicoords

Controls whether pointer input uses relative or absolute format.

2D - Drawing Aids

dynpiformat

Controls whether pointer input uses polar or Cartesian format.
This setting applies only to a second or next point.

2D - Drawing Aids

dynpivis

Controls when pointer input is displayed.

2D - Drawing Aids

dynprompt

Controls display of prompts in dynmic input.

2D - Drawing Aids

dyntooltips

Vertical dimension

2D - Drawing Aids

expert

Controls whether certain prompts are issued.

2D - Drawing Aids

gridmode

Sets and stores value for grid display on/off

2D - Drawing Aids

gridstyle

Sets grid style to be dot or line

2D - Drawing Aids

gridunit

Sets grid spacing

2D - Drawing Aids

gripblock

Specifies the grid spacing (X and Y) for the current viewport.

2D - Drawing Aids

gripcolor

Controls the assignment of grips in blocks.

2D - Drawing Aids

gripcontour

Controls the contour of grips

2D - Drawing Aids

gripdyncolor

Controls the color of custom grips on blocks.

2D - Drawing Aids

griphot

Controls the color of selected grips (drawn as filled boxes).

2D - Drawing Aids

griphover

Controls the color of hoover grips (drawn as filled boxes).

2D - Drawing Aids

gripmultifunctional

Controls whether and how multi-functional grip behavior is
accessed. (Bitcode)

2D - Drawing Aids

gripobjlimit

Controls the number of custom grips that will be displayed

2D - Drawing Aids

grips

Controls the use of selection set grips for the Stretch, Move,
Rotate, Scale, and Mirror Grip modes.

2D - Drawing Aids

gripsize

Sets the size of the grip box in pixels.

2D - Drawing Aids

gripsubobjmode

Controls if grips for edges, faces, vertices, and segments are put
in cold or hot grip state when the user sub-selects them.
(Bitcode)

2D - Drawing Aids

griptips

Controls whether custom grip tips are displayed

2D - Drawing Aids

highlight

Controls object highlighting

2D - Drawing Aids

highlightsmoothing

Controls anti alias in glow highlighting

2D - Drawing Aids

objectisolationmode

Controls whether isolated/hidden objects are persisted between
drawing sessions

2D - Drawing Aids

orthomode

Constrains cursor movement to the perpendicular.

2D - Drawing Aids

osmode

Sets running Object Snap modes using the following bitcodes.

2D - Drawing Aids

osnapcoord

Controls whether coordinates entered on the command line
override running object snaps.

2D - Drawing Aids

osnaphatch

Controls how object snaps work with hatch.

osnapz

Controls whether object snaps are automatically projected onto
a plane parallel to the XY plane of the current UCS at the current
elevation

2D - Drawing Aids
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2D - Drawing Aids

osoptions

Automatically suppresses object snaps on hatch objects and
when using a dynamic UCS.

2D - Drawing Aids

pdmode

Controls how point objects are displayed.

2D - Drawing Aids

pdsize

Sets the display size for point objects.

2D - Drawing Aids

peditaccept

Controls whether PEDIT command issues prompt to convert
objects to polyines.

2D - Drawing Aids

pellipse

Determines whether an ellipse entity or polyline approximation
of an ellipse is created during the ELLIPSE command

2D - Drawing Aids

pickadd

Controls whether subsequent selections replace the current
selection set or add to it.

2D - Drawing Aids

pickauto

Controls automatic windowing at the Select Objects prompt.

2D - Drawing Aids

pickbox

Sets the object selection target height, in pixels.

2D - Drawing Aids

pickdrag

Controls the method of drawing a selection window.

2D - Drawing Aids

pickfirst

Controls whether you select objects before (noun-verb
selection) or after you issue a command.

2D - Drawing Aids

pickstyle

Controls the use of group selection and associative hatch
selection.

2D - Drawing Aids

polaraddang

Contains user-defined polar angles.

2D - Drawing Aids

polarang

Sets the polar angle increment. Values are 90, 45, 30, 22.5, 18,
15,10, and 5.

2D - Drawing Aids

polardist

Sets the snap increment when the SNAPSTYL system variable is
set to 1 (polar snap).

2D - Drawing Aids

polarmode

Controls settings for polar and object snap tracking.

2D - Drawing Aids

preselectioneffect

Controls the rollover selected effect.

2D - Drawing Aids

qplocation

Sets the display mode of Quick Properties panel.

2D - Drawing Aids

qpmode

Sets the on or off state of Quick Properties panel.

2D - Drawing Aids

selectionarea

Controls the display of a transparent effect for selection areas.

2D - Drawing Aids

selectionareaopacity

Controls the transparency of the transparent selection area
during window and crossing selection

2D - Drawing Aids

selectioncycling

Controls behavior of selectiong overlapping objects

2D - Drawing Aids

selectioneffect

Controls behavior of selected effect

2D - Drawing Aids

selectioneffectcolor

Controls the color of the glowing selection highlighting effect.

2D - Drawing Aids

selectionpreview

Controls the display of selection previewing.

2D - Drawing Aids

selectionpreviewlimit

Controls the maximum number of entities for pre-selection
highlighting for window/polygon/fence selection.

2D - Drawing Aids

selectsimilarmode

Defines “similar” for the SELECTSIMILAR command

2D - Drawing Aids

shpname

Sets a default shape name that must conform to symbol naming
conventions.

2D - Drawing Aids

snapang

Sets the snap and grid rotation angle for the current viewport.
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2D - Drawing Aids

snapbase

Sets the snap and grid origin point for the current viewport
relative to the current UCS.

2D - Drawing Aids

snapgridlegacy

Controls whether the cursor snaps to the snap grid only when an
operation is in progress.

2D - Drawing Aids

snapisopair

Controls the isometric plane for the current viewport.

2D - Drawing Aids

snapmode

Turns the Snap mode on and off.

2D - Drawing Aids

snapstyl

Sets the snap style for the current viewport.

2D - Drawing Aids

snaptype

Sets the snap style for the current viewport.

2D - Drawing Aids

snapunit

Sets the snap spacing for the current viewport.

2D - Drawing Aids

startup

Controls whether the Create New Drawing dialog box is
displayed when a new drawing is started with NEW or QNEW.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucs2ddisplaysetting

Controls the Display of UCS in 2D.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsaxisang

Stores the default angle when rotating the UCS around one of its
axes using the X, Y, or Z options of the UCS command.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsbase

Stores the name of the UCS that defines the origin and
orientation of orthographic UCS settings.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsdetect

Controls whether dynamic UCS acquisition is active or not.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsfollow

Generates a plan view whenever you change from one UCS to
another.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsname

Stores the name of the current coordinate system for the
current viewport in the current space.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsorg

Stores the origin point of the current coordinate system for the
current viewport in the current space.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsortho

Determines whether the related orthographic UCS setting is
restored automatically when an orthographic view is restored.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsselectmode

Controls UCS icon to be selectable or not

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsview

Determines whether the current UCS is saved with a named
view.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsvp

Determines whether the UCS in active viewports remains fixed
or changes to reflect the UCS of the currently active viewport.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsxdir

Stores the X direction of the current UCS for the current
viewport in the current space.

2D - Drawing Aids

ucsydir

Stores the Y direction of the current UCS for the current
viewport in the current space.

2D - Drawing Aids

undoctl

Stores a bitcode indicating the state of the Auto and Control
options of the UNDO command.

2D - Drawing Aids

undomarks

Stores the number of marks placed in the UNDO control stream
by the Mark option.

2D - Drawing Aids

unitmode

Controls the display format for units.
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2D - Drawing Aids

windowareacolor

Controls the color of the transparent selection area during
window selection.

2D - Drawing State

_area

Calculates the area and perimeter of objects or of defined areas

2D - Drawing State

_audit

Evaluates the integrity of a drawing

2D - Drawing State

_digitalsign

Opens Digital Signature dialog box

2D - Drawing State

_dwgprops

Controls properties of existing objects

2D - Drawing State

_id

Displays the coordinate values of a location

2D - Drawing State

_limits

Sets and controls the drawing boundaries

2D - Drawing State

_measure

Places point objects or blocks at measured intervals on an object

2D - Drawing State

_measuregeom

Measures the distance, radius, angle, area, and volume of
selected objects or sequence of points.

2D - Drawing State

_qtext

Controls the display and plotting of text and attribute objects

2D - Drawing State

_recover

Repairs a damaged drawing

2D - Drawing State

_recoverall

Repairs a damaged drawing and xrefs

2D - Drawing State

_securityoptions

Controls security settings using the Security Options dialog box

2D - Drawing State

_sigvalidate

Displays information about the digital signature attached to a
file

2D - Drawing State

_status

Displays drawing statistics modes and extents

2D - Drawing State

_time

Displays the date and time statistics of a drawing

2D - Drawing State

auditctl

Controls whether the AUDIT command creates an audit report
(ADT) file.

2D - Drawing State

cdate

Sets calendar date and time.

2D - Drawing State

cecolor

Sets the color of new objects.

2D - Drawing State

celtscale

Sets the current object linetype scaling factor.

2D - Drawing State

celtype

Sets the linetype of new objects.

2D - Drawing State

celweight

Sets the lineweight of new objects.

2D - Drawing State

cetransparency

Sets the transparency of new objects.

2D - Drawing State

coords

Controls when coordinates are updated on the status line.

2D - Drawing State

ctab

Returns the name of the current (model or layout) tab in the
drawing.

2D - Drawing State

date

Stores the current date and time

2D - Drawing State

dbmod

Indicates the drawing modification status using bitcode.

2D - Drawing State

dwgcheck

Determines whether a drawing was last edited by a pro

2D - Drawing State

dwgcodepage

Stores the same value as SYSCODEPAGE (for compatibility
reasons).

2D - Drawing State

dwgname

Stores the drawing name as entered by the user.

2D - Drawing State

dwgprefix

Stores the drive/directory prefix for the drawing.

2D - Drawing State

dwgtitled

Indicates whether the current drawing has been named.

2D - Drawing State

entexts

Entity extents flag.
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2D - Drawing State

entmods

Read-only flag that specifies whether entities in the drawing
have been modified.

2D - Drawing State

extmax

Stores the upper-right point of the drawing extents.

2D - Drawing State

extmin

Stores the lower-left point of the drawing extents.

2D - Drawing State

extnames

Sets the parameters for named object names (such as linetypes
and layers) stored in symbol tables.

2D - Drawing State

handles

Turns handles off or on

2D - Drawing State

indexctl

Controls whether layer and spatial indexes are created and
saved in drawing files.

2D - Drawing State

largeobjectsupport

Controls large object size limit support when opening and saving
drawings

2D - Drawing State

lastangle

Stores the end angle of the last arc entered relative to the XY
plane of the current UCS for the current space.

2D - Drawing State

lastpoint

Stores the last point entered.

2D - Drawing State

legacycodesearch

Controls code search for current and drawing directories

2D - Drawing State

lightsinblocks

Controls whether lights contained in blocks are used when
rendering

2D - Drawing State

limcheck

Controls the creation of objects outside the drawing limits

2D - Drawing State

limmax

Stores the upper-right drawing limits for the current space.

2D - Drawing State

limmin

Stores the lower-left drawing limits for the current space,

2D - Drawing State

measureinit

Sets the initial drawing units as English or metric.

2D - Drawing State

measurement

Sets drawing units as English or metric for the current drawing
only.

2D - Drawing State

mydocumentsprefix

Returns the &amp;quot;My Documents&amp;quot; folder for
the currently logged on user

2D - Drawing State

perimeter

Stores the last perimeter value computed by the AREA, DBLIST,
or LIST commands.

2D - Drawing State

qtextmode

Controls how text is displayed.

2D - Drawing State

rasterpercent

Internal command required by image commands.

2D - Drawing State

rasterthreshold

Internal command required by image commands.

2D - Drawing State

recoverauto

Allow the user to either be notified before proceeding to open a
file, or to be notified after AutoCAD automatically attempts to
recover the file.

2D - Drawing State

recoverymode

Controls whether drawing recovery information is recorded
after a system failure.

2D - Drawing State

savefidelity

Controls whether the drawing is saved with visual fidelity

2D - Drawing State

savefile

Stores the current automatic save file name.

2D - Drawing State

savefilepath

Specifies the path to the directory for all automatic save files for
the AutoCAD OEM session

2D - Drawing State

savename

Stores the file name and directory path of the current drawing
after you save it.
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2D - Drawing State

savetime

Sets the automatic save interval, in minutes.

2D - Drawing State

sigwarn

Controls whether a warning is presented when a file with an
attached digital signature is opened

2D - Drawing State

startinfolder

Contains the directory name in which the application started.

2D - Drawing State

tdcreate

Stores the local time and date the drawing was created.

2D - Drawing State

tdindwg

Stores the total editing time.

2D - Drawing State

tducreate

Stores the universal time and date the drawing was created.

2D - Drawing State

tdupdate

Stores the local time and date of the last update/save.

2D - Drawing State

tdusrtimer

Stores the user-elapsed timer.

2D - Drawing State

tduupdate

Stores the universal time and date of the last update/save.

2D - Drawing State

tempprefix

Contains the directory name (if any) configured for placement of
temporary files, with a path separator appended.

2D - Drawing State

thumbsave

Controls whether BMP preview images are saved with the
drawing.

2D - Drawing State

transparencydisplay

Controls whether the transparency of objects are displayed.

2D - Drawing State

workingfolder

Contains the name of the program's current working directory.

2D - Drawing State

writestat

Indicates whether a drawing file is read-only or can be written
to.

2D - Formatting

*layermanagerstate

System variable to determine whether Layer manager is
displayed or not.

2D - Formatting

_chspace

Moves objects from model space to paper space, or vice versa

2D - Formatting

_classiclayer

Layer Properties Manager

2D - Formatting

_color

Sets the color for new objects

2D - Formatting

_-color

Sets the color for new objects from command line

2D - Formatting

_copytolayer

Copies selected objects to a different layer, leaving original
objects intact.

2D - Formatting

_-copytolayer

Copies selected objects to a different layer, leaving original
objects intact.

2D - Formatting

_filters

Dialog that allows user to selectively delete layer filters from the
drawing.

2D - Formatting

_laycur

Changes the layer of one or more objects to the current layer.

2D - Formatting

_laydel

Deletes all objects from the specified layer and purges the layer
from the drawing.

2D - Formatting

_-laydel

Deletes all objects from the specified layer and purges the layer
from the drawing via command line.

2D - Formatting

_layer

Layer Properties Manager

2D - Formatting

_-layer

Manages layers from command line
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2D - Formatting

_layerclose

Closes Layer Properties Manager

2D - Formatting

_layerp

Undoes the last change or set of changes made to layer settings

2D - Formatting

_layerpalette

Opens the modeless Layer Properties Manager.

2D - Formatting

_layerpmode

Turns the tracking of changes made to layer settings on and off

2D - Formatting

_layerstate

Saves, restores, and manages named layer states

2D - Formatting

_layerstatesave

Saves named layer states

2D - Formatting

_layfrz

Freezes the layer of the selected object(s).

2D - Formatting

_layiso

Isolates the layer(s) of one or more selected objects by turning
all other layers off.

2D - Formatting

_laylck

Locks layer of the selected object.

2D - Formatting

_laymch

Changes the layer(s) of selected object(s) to match the layer of a
selected destination object.

2D - Formatting

_-laymch

Changes the layer(s) of selected object(s) to match the layer of a
selected destination object via command line.

2D - Formatting

_laymcur

Makes the layer of a selected object current

2D - Formatting

_laymrg

Moves all objects on the first layer selected onto the second
layer selected. The first layer will be purged from the drawing.

2D - Formatting

_-laymrg

Moves all objects on the first layer selected onto the second
layer selected via the command line.

2D - Formatting

_layoff

Turns off the layer of selected object(s).

2D - Formatting

_layon

Turns on all layers

2D - Formatting

_laythw

Thaws all layers

2D - Formatting

_layulk

Unlocks the layer of a selected object.

2D - Formatting

_layuniso

Turns on all layers that were turned off by the last LAYISO
command.

2D - Formatting

_layvpi

Isolates an object's layer to the current viewport

2D - Formatting

_laywalk

Dynamically displays objects on selected layers

2D - Formatting

_linetype

Creates loads and sets linetypes

2D - Formatting

_-linetype

Creates loads and sets linetypes from command line

2D - Formatting

_load

Makes shapes available for use by the SHAPE command

2D - Formatting

_lweight

Sets the current lineweight

2D - Formatting

_-lweight

Sets the current lineweight from command line

2D - Formatting

_rename

Changes the names of objects

2D - Formatting

_-rename

Changes the names of objects from command line

2D - Formatting

_setbylayer

Changes property and ByBlock settings for selected objects to
ByLayer

2D - Formatting

_style

Creates named styles

2D - Formatting

_-style

Creates named styles from command line

2D - Formatting

cmljust

Specifies multiline justification.

2D - Formatting

cmlscale

Controls the overall width of a multiline.
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2D - Formatting

cmlstyle

Sets the multiline style that AutoCAD uses to draw the multiline.

2D - Formatting

hpspace

Specifies the hatch pattern line spacing

2D - Formatting

layereval

Controls when the Unreconciled New Layer filter list in the Layer
Properties Manager is evaluated for new layers.

2D - Formatting

layerevalctl

Controls the overall unreconciled new layer filter list in Layer
Properties Manager which is evaluated for new layers.

2D - Formatting

layerfilteralert

Deletes excessive layer filters to improve performance. When a
drawing has 100 or more layer filters, and the number of layer
filters exceeds the number of layers, LAYERFILTERALERT
provides a method for deleting layer filters to improve
performance.

2D - Formatting

layernotify

Specifies when an alert displays for new layers that have not yet
been reconciled.

2D - Formatting

laylockfadectl

Controls the dimming for objects on locked layers

2D - Formatting

lwdefault

Sets the value for the default lineweight

2D - Formatting

lwdisplay

Controls whether the lineweight is displayed on the Model tab
or on a layout tab.

2D - Formatting

lwunits

Sets the value for the default lineweight.

2D - Formatting

setbylayermode

Controls which properties are selected for SETBYLAYER

2D - Formatting

showlayerusage

Displays icons in the Layer Properties Manager to indicate
whether layers are in use

2D - Formatting

sortorder

Controls whether layer displayed in natural order.

2D - Formatting

textjustify

Controls the default justification used by the TEXT command.
(read-only)

2D - Formatting

textsize

Sets the default height for new text objects drawn with the
current text style (has no effect if the style has a fixed height).

2D - Formatting

textstyle

Sets the name of the current text style.

2D - Xref

*erstate

Determines whether the External References palette is active.

2D - Xref

_classicxref

Controls external references to drawing files

2D - Xref

_exacreload

Undocumented command that reloads all Xrefs, images and
underlays attached to the current drawing.

2D - Xref

_externalreferences

Displays the External Reference palette

2D - Xref

_externalreferencesclose

Closes the External References palette

2D - Xref

_image

Manages images

2D - Xref

_refclose

Saves back or discards changes made during in-place editing of a
reference (an xref or a block)

2D - Xref

_refedit

Selects a reference for editing

2D - Xref

_-refedit

Selects a reference for editing from command line

2D - Xref

_refset

Adds or removes objects from a working set while editing a
reference
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2D - Xref

_xbind

Binds dependent symbols of an Xref to a drawing

2D - Xref

_-xbind

Binds dependent symbols of an xref to a drawing from command
line

2D - Xref

_xclip

Defines an xref clipping boundary and sets the front or back
clipping planes

2D - Xref

_xopen

Opens a selected external reference (xref) in a new window

2D - Xref

_xp

Breaks a compound object into its component objects

2D - Xref

_xplode

Breaks a compound object into its component objects

2D - Xref

_xref

Controls external references to drawing files

2D - Xref

_-xref

Controls external references to drawing files from command line

2D - Xref

bindtype

Controls how xref names are handled when binding xrefs or
editing xrefs in place.

2D - Xref

erhighlight

Controls whether reference objects are selected in the External
References palette when a reference object is selected in the
drawing window and whether references in the drawing are
highlighted when the reference is selected in the External
References palette. The valid range is 0 to 1.

2D - Xref

refeditname

Indicates whether a drawing is in a reference-editing state. Also,
stores the reference file name.

2D - Xref

xclipframe

Shows clip frame

2D - Xref

xdwgfadectl

Controls the dimming for all DWG xref objects. The valid range
is -90 to 90.

2D - Xref

xedit

Controls whether the current drawing can be edited in-place
when being referenced by another drawing.

2D - Xref

xfadectl

Controls the fading intensity for references being edited inplace.

2D - Xref

xloadctl

Turns xref demand loading on and off and controls whether it
opens the original drawing or a copy.

2D - Xref

xloadpath

Creates a path for storing temporary copies of demand-loaded
xref files. For more information, see XLOADCTL.

2D - Xref

xrefnotify

Controls the notification for updated or missing xrefs.

2D - Xref

xrefoverride

Controls whether force set to ByColor, for display properties like
color,line type, line weight, plot style and transparency.

2D - Xref

xreftype

Controls the default reference type when attaching or
overlaying an external reference.

3D - Animation

*sundate

Returns the current date setting for the sun.

3D - Animation

*suntime

Returns the current time setting for the sun.

3D - Animation

_anipath

Saves an animation along a path in a 3D model

3D - Animation

stepsize

Specifies the size of each step when in walk-through mode, in
drawing units.
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3D - Animation

stepspersec

Specifies the number of steps taken per second when you are in
walk-through mode.

3D - Draw\Edit

*cmcolor

Controls the blend color used for displaying all coordinated
models.

3D - Draw\Edit

_3d

Creates three-dimensional polygon mesh objects

3D - Draw\Edit

_3dalign

Dynamically aligns objects with other objects in 3D

3D - Draw\Edit

_3darray

Creates a three-dimensional array

3D - Draw\Edit

_3dface

Creates a three-dimensional face

3D - Draw\Edit

_3dmesh

Creates a free-form polygon mesh

3D - Draw\Edit

_3dmove

Displays the move grip tool in 3D space and moves objects a
specified distance in a specified direction

3D - Draw\Edit

_3dpoly

Creates a polyline of straight line segments in three-dimensional
space

3D - Draw\Edit

_3drotate

Displays the rotate grip tool in 3D space and revolves objects
around a base point

3D - Draw\Edit

_3dscale

Displays the scale grip tool in 3D space and scales objects
around a base point

3D - Draw\Edit

_acgzdragaction

Enables the gizmo dragger functionality

3D - Draw\Edit

_actmdragaction

Enables the custom dragger functionality

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_box

Create 3Dmesh box

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_cone

Create 3Dmesh cone

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_dish

Create 3Dmesh bottom half of sphere

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_dome

Create 3Dmesh top half of sphere

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_mesh

Tool to help create 3dmesh

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_pyramid

Create 3Dmesh pyramid

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_sphere

Create 3Dmesh sphere

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_torus

Create 3Dmesh torus

3D - Draw\Edit

_ai_wedge

Create 3Dmesh wedge

3D - Draw\Edit

_align

Moves and rotates objects to align with other objects

3D - Draw\Edit

_convtosolid

Converts polylines and cirles with thickness to 3D solids

3D - Draw\Edit

_convtosurface

Converts objects to surfaces

3D - Draw\Edit

_coordinationmodelattach

Attach coordination model dialog

3D - Draw\Edit

_-coordinationmodelattach

Attach a coordination model from the command line

3D - Draw\Edit

_edge

Changes the visibility of three-dimensional face edges

3D - Draw\Edit

_edgesurf

Creates a three-dimensional polygon mesh

3D - Draw\Edit

_helix

Creates a three-dimensional helix

3D - Draw\Edit

_interfere

Creates a composite 3D solid from the common volume of two
or more solids

3D - Draw\Edit

_-interfere

Command line version of the interfere command.

3D - Draw\Edit

_intersect

Creates composite solids or regions from the intersection of two
or more solids or regions

3D - Draw\Edit

_nwattach

Displays the Select Coordination Model dialog.

3D - Draw\Edit

_pcextractcenterline

Extract a centerline from a cylindrical segment of a point cloud
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3D - Draw\Edit

_pcextractcorner

Extract a point from the intersection of 3 planes

3D - Draw\Edit

_pcextractedge

Extract a line representing an apparent edge of the point cloud

3D - Draw\Edit

_pcextractsection

Extract section from a point cloud object

3D - Draw\Edit

_-pcextractsection

Extract section from a point cloud object

3D - Draw\Edit

_pface

Creates a three-dimensional polyface mesh vertex by vertex

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointcloudattach

Attach a point cloud object

3D - Draw\Edit

_-pointcloudattach

Attach a point cloud object

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointcloudcolormap

Edit a point cloud color scheme

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointcloudcrop

Crop a point cloud object

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointcloudcropstate

Allows saving, restoring, renaming, and deleting crop states.

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointcloudmanager

Open point cloud manager

3D - Draw\Edit

_-pointcloudmanager

Open point cloud manager

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointcloudmanagerclose

Close point cloud manager

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointcloudmanagerset

Internal command for point cloud manager

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointcloudstylize

Change point cloud stylization

3D - Draw\Edit

_pointclouduncrop

Uncrop a point cloud object

3D - Draw\Edit

_polysolid

Creates a 3D swept solid from a line, 2D polyline, arc, or circle

3D - Draw\Edit

_projectgeometry

Creates curves or points on a surface that are the intersection of
the surface and curves or points projected.

3D - Draw\Edit

_recap

Launches ReCap application

3D - Draw\Edit

_tabsurf

Creates a tabulated surface from a path curve and a direction
vector

3D - Draw\Edit

_xedges

Creates wireframe geometry by extracting edges from a 3D solid
or surface

3D - Draw\Edit

cmfadecolor

Controls the fade of all coordinated models.

3D - Draw\Edit

cmfadeopacity

Controls the fade of all coordinated models.

3D - Draw\Edit

interferecolor

Sets the ACI color of interference objects. Valid values include
integers from 0 to 256.

3D - Draw\Edit

interfereobjvs

Sets the visual style for interference objects. Valid values include
any defined visual style.

3D - Draw\Edit

interferevpvs

Specifies the visual style for the viewport while checking for
interferences. Valid values include any defined visual style.

3D - Draw\Edit

pcmstate

Internal sysvar for point cloud manager

3D - Draw\Edit

pfacevmax

Sets the maximum number of vertices per face.

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloud2dvsdisplay

Controls the display of point cloud bounding box and message in
2D visual style

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudautoupdate

Specify if point clouds are automatically updated when
transform or view changes
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3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudboundary

Controls the display of point cloud bounding box. The point
cloud bounding box will not be plotted.

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudcachesize

Specifies point cloud cache size

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudclipframe

Determines whether point cloud clipping boundaries are visible
or plotted in the current drawing

3D - Draw\Edit

pointclouddensity

Set the density to use when displaying point clouds

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudlighting

Specifies point cloud lighting type

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudlightsource

Specifies point cloud light source options

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudlod

Specifies point cloud density level

pointcloudpointmax

Sets the maximum number of points that can exist in a drawing.
This limit prevents the program from running out of memory
and suspending when working with point clouds.

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudpointmaxlegacy

Sets the maximum number of points that can exist in a drawing.
This limit prevents the program from running out of memory
and suspending when working with legacy point clouds.

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudpointsize

Specifies point cloud point size

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudrtdensity

Set the density to use when displaying point clouds during real
time orbit, zoom, pan, etc.

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudshading

Specifies point cloud shading type

3D - Draw\Edit

pointcloudvisretain

Specify if retain point cloud visiblity

3D - Draw\Edit

psolheight

Controls the default height for a swept solid object created with
the POLYSOLID command

3D - Draw\Edit

psolwidth

Controls the default width for a swept solid object created with
the POLYSOLID command.

3D - Drawing Aids

_3dosnap

Sets running object snap modes and changes the target box size

3D - Drawing Aids

_-3dosnap

Sets running object snap modes and changes the target box size

3D - Drawing Aids

3dconversionmode

Used to convert material and light definitions to the current
product release

3D - Drawing Aids

3dosmode

Controls the settings for the 3D object snaps

3D - Drawing Aids

3dselectionmode

Controls the selection precedence of visually overlapping objects
when using 3D visual styles

3D - Drawing Aids

cmosnap

Determines whether object snapping is active for coordinated
models.

3D - Drawing Aids

cullingobj

Controls whether 3D subobjects that are hidden from view can
be highlighted or selected.

3D - Drawing Aids

cullingobjselection

Controls whether 3D objects that are hidden from view can be
highlighted or selected.

defaultgizmo

Controls what type of gizmo (move, rotate, scale) is presented
to the user once when a object/subobject selection for Vertices,
Edges, faces or ASM history body is selected

3D - Draw\Edit

3D - Drawing Aids
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3D - Drawing Aids

griddisplay

Controls the display behavior and display limits of the grid.

3D - Drawing Aids

gridmajor

Controls the frequency of major grid lines compared to minor
grid lines.

3D - Drawing Aids

gtauto

Controls whether or not grip tools display automatically when
selecting objects in 3D space.

3D - Drawing Aids

gtdefault

Controls whether or not the 3DMOVE, 3DROTATE, and 3DSCALE
commands start automatically when the MOVE, ROTATE, and
SCALE commands (respectively) are started in a 3D view.

3D - Drawing Aids

gtlocation

Controls the initial location of grip tools when objects are
selected prior to running the 3DMOVE, 3DROTATE, or 3DSCALE.

3D - Drawing Aids

perspective

Turns on live sectioning for a selected section object.

3D - Drawing Aids

perspectiveclip

Determines the location of eyepoint clipping. The valid float
value can range between 0.0001 to 10.0. The value determines
where the eye point clipping occurs.

3D - Drawing Aids

subobjselectionmode

Controls what type of Subobject can be selected when the
“CTRL” key is press down an a sub-selection is acquired.

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshcap

Creates a mesh face that connects open edges

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshcollapse

Merges the vertices of selected mesh faces or edges

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshcrease

Provides the functionality of making a face, edge, vertex “sharp”
of the MESH object.

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshextrude

Extends a mesh face into 3D space

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshmerge

Merges adjacent faces into a single face

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshoptions

Displays the Mesh Tessellation Options dialog.

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshprimitiveoptions

Displays the Mesh Primitive Options dialog.

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshrefine

Adds definition to the Smooth mesh by re-assigning any level of
smoothness representation to become the new Lev0.

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshsmooth

Converts 3D solid entities into meshes

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshsmoothless

Removes smoothness one level from Mesh

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshsmoothmore

Adds smoothness one level to Mesh

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshspin

Spins the adjoining edge of two triangular mesh faces

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshsplit

Solits a face of 3D mesh

3D - Mesh Modeling

_meshuncrease

Remove crease value from Mesh face, vertex and edges

3D - Mesh Modeling

meshtype

Controls what type of MESH object is generated when the
REVSURF, TABSURF,RULESURF and EDGESURF commands are
executed

3D - Modeling

_analysiscurvature

Evaluates areas of high and low surface curvature using a color
gradient display on surface parts

3D - Modeling

_analysisdraft

Evaluates if a model has adequate draft between a part and it’s
mold

3D - Modeling

_analysisoptions

Launches the “Analysis Options” dialog
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3D - Modeling

_analysiszebra

Analyzes surface continuity by projecting stripes onto the model

3D - Modeling

_chamferedge

Bevels the edges of solid and surface objects

3D - Modeling

_cvadd

Adds control vertices on a spline or a row of control vertices for
a NURBS surface.

3D - Modeling

_cvhide

Turns off the control vertices for all NURBS surfaces or splines

_cvrebuild

Lets the user rebuild NURBS surfaces or SPLINEs to have more or
less control vertices or to change the degree of these object
types.

3D - Modeling

_-cvrebuild

Lets the user rebuild NURBS surfaces or SPLINEs to have more or
less control vertices or to change the degree of these object
types.

3D - Modeling

_cvremove

Removes control vertices on a spline or a row of control Vertices
for a NURBS surface

3D - Modeling

_cvshow

Displays control vertices for selected NURBS surfaces or splines

3D - Modeling

_filletedge

Fllets the edges of solid and surface objects

3D - Modeling

_mesh

Creates primitive meshes that can be smoothed

3D - Modeling

divmeshboxheight

Sets the number of subdivisions for the height of a mesh box
along the Z axis.

3D - Modeling

divmeshboxlength

Sets the number of subdivisions for the length of a mesh box
along the X axis.

3D - Modeling

divmeshboxwidth

Sets the number of subdivisions for the width of a mesh box
along the Y axis.

3D - Modeling

divmeshconeaxis

Sets the number of subdivisions around the perimeter of the
mesh cone base.

3D - Modeling

divmeshconebase

Sets the number of subdivisions between the perimeter and the
center point of the mesh cone base.

3D - Modeling

divmeshconeheight

Sets the number of subdivisions between the base and the point
or top of the mesh cone.

3D - Modeling

divmeshcylaxis

Sets the number of subdivisions around the perimeter of the
mesh cylinder base.

3D - Modeling

divmeshcylbase

Sets the number of radial subdivisions from the center of the
mesh cylinder base to its perimeter.

3D - Modeling

divmeshcylheight

Sets the number of subdivisions between the base and the top
of the mesh cylinder.

3D - Modeling

divmeshpyrbase

Sets the number of radial subdivisions between the center of the
mesh pyramid base and its perimeter.

3D - Modeling

divmeshpyrheight

Sets the number of subdivisions between the two axis endpoints
of the mesh sphere.

3D - Modeling

divmeshpyrlength

Sets the number of subdivisions along each dimension of a mesh
pyramid base.

3D - Modeling

divmeshsphereaxis

Sets the number of subdivisions between the two axis endpoints
of the mesh sphere.

3D - Modeling
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3D - Modeling

divmeshsphereheight

Sets the number of subdivisions between the two axis endpoints
of the mesh sphere.

3D - Modeling

divmeshtoruspath

Sets the number of subdivisions in the path that is swept by the
profile of a mesh torus.

3D - Modeling

divmeshtorussection

Sets the number of subdivisions in the profile that sweeps the
path of a mesh torus.

3D - Modeling

divmeshwedgebase

Sets the number of subdivisions between the midpoint of the
perimeter of triangular dimension of the mesh wedge.

3D - Modeling

divmeshwedgeheight

Sets the number of subdivisions for the height of the mesh
wedge along the Z axis.

3D - Modeling

divmeshwedgelength

Sets the number of subdivisions for the length of a mesh wedge
along the X axis.

3D - Modeling

divmeshwedgeslope

Sets the number of subdivisions in the slope that extends from
the apex of the wedge to the edge of the base.

3D - Modeling

divmeshwedgewidth

Sets the number of subdivisions for the width of the mesh
wedge along the Y axis.

3D - Modeling

faceterdevnormal

Sets the maximum angle between the surface normal and
contiguous mesh faces.

3D - Modeling

faceterdevsurface

Sets how closely the converted mesh object adheres to the
original shape of the solid or surface.

3D - Modeling

facetergridratio

Sets the maximum aspect ratio for the mesh subdivisions that
are created for solids and surfaces converted to mesh.

3D - Modeling

facetermaxedgelength

Sets the maximum length of edges for mesh objects that are
created by conversion from solids and surfaces.

3D - Modeling

facetermaxgrid

Sets the maximum number of U and V grid lines for solids and
surfaces converted to mesh.

3D - Modeling

facetermeshtype

Sets the type of mesh to be created.

3D - Modeling

faceterminugrid

Sets the minimum number of U grid lines for solids and surfaces
that are converted to mesh

3D - Modeling

faceterminvgrid

Sets the minimum number of V grid lines for solids and surfaces
that are converted to mesh.

3D - Modeling

faceterprimitivemode

Specifies whether smoothness settings for objects that are
converted to mesh are derived from the Mesh Tessellation
Options or the Mesh Primitive Options dialog box.

3D - Modeling

facetersmoothlev

Sets the default level of smoothness for objects that are
converted to mesh.

3D - Modeling

filletrad3d

Default radius for filletedge

3D - Modeling

rebuild2dcv

Sets the number of control vertices for a spline

3D - Modeling

rebuild2ddegree

Sets the global degree for a spline

3D - Modeling

rebuild2doption

Controls some of the options of the rebuild operation for splines
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3D - Modeling

rebuilddegreeu

Sets the degree in the U direction for a NURBS surface

3D - Modeling

rebuilddegreev

Sets the degree in the V direction for a NURBS surface

3D - Modeling

rebuildoptions

Controls some of the options of the rebuild operation for NURBS
surfaces (erase/re-trim)

3D - Modeling

rebuildu

Sets the new number of CV in the U direction for a NURBS
surface

3D - Modeling

rebuildv

Sets the new number of CV in the V direction for a NURBS
surface

3D - Modeling

smoothmeshconvert

Sets whether objects converted to mesh are smoothed or
faceted, and whether the faces are optimized or more finely
subdivided.

3D - Modeling

smoothmeshgrid

Sets the smoothing level at which grid lines are displayed on 3D
mesh objects.

3D - Modeling

smoothmeshmaxface

Sets the maximum number of faces permitted for mesh objects.

3D - Modeling

smoothmeshmaxlev

Sets the maximum smoothness level for mesh objects.

3D - Modeling

vsacurvaturehigh

Sets the max curvature value that will be used that displays as
red

3D - Modeling

vsacurvaturelow

Sets the max curvature value that will be used that displays as
blue

3D - Modeling

vsacurvaturetype

Controls what type of curvature analysis is used (Gaussian,
Mean, Max radius, Min Radius)

3D - Modeling

vsadraftanglehigh

Sets the max angle value that will be used that displays as red

3D - Modeling

vsadraftanglelow

Sets the min angle value that will be used that displays as blue

3D - Modeling

vsazebracolor1

Controls the color of the zebra stripes

3D - Modeling

vsazebracolor2

Controls the color of the zebra stripes

3D - Modeling

vsazebradirection

Controls the direction (Horizontal/Vertical or degree) of the
zebra stripes

3D - Modeling

vsazebrasize

Controls the display size on of the zebra stripes

3D - Modeling

vsazebratype

Controls the type of zebra display type (Cylinder/ Chrome Ball)

3D - Render

*renderenvstate

System variable to determine whether Render Exposure and
Environment ESW is active or not

3D - Render

*renderprefsstate

System variable to determine whether Render Preferences ESW
is active or not

3D - Render

*sunpropertiesstate

Indicates whether the Sun window is open or closed.

3D - Render

_convertoldlights

Converts lights created in previous drawing file formats to the
current format.

3D - Render

_distantlight

Creates a distant light

_downloadmanager

Reports the status of the of the current download. If the
download was previously interrupted, it provides an opportunity
to continue downloading

3D - Render
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3D - Render

_fbxexport

Exports entities, lights, cameras, and materials to an fbx file

3D - Render

_-fbxexport

Exports entities, lights, cameras, and materials to an fbx file

3D - Render

_fbximport

Imports entities, lights, cameras, and materials from an fbx file

3D - Render

_-fbximport

Imports entities, lights, cameras, and materials from an fbx file

3D - Render

_fog

Provides visual cues for the apparent distance of objects

3D - Render

_freespot

Creates free spotlight which is similar to a spotlight without a
specified target

3D - Render

_freeweb

Creates a free web light which is similar to a web light without a
specified target

3D - Render

_geographiclocation

Specifies the geographic location information for the drawing
file.

3D - Render

_geolocateme

Turns on tracking user's current location within the drawing as
determined by the location sensors.

3D - Render

_geomap

Turns On/Off (online) map as a transient background layer
within the drawing.

3D - Render

_geomapimage

Creates a map image of the live map

3D - Render

_geomapimageupdate

Updates map images

3D - Render

_-geomapimageupdate

Updates map images from command line

3D - Render

_geomarklatlong

Marks location in the drawing by specifying latitude and
longitude values.

3D - Render

_geomarkme

Marks location in the drawing from the user's current location.

3D - Render

_geomarkpoint

Marks location in the drawing by picking a point in the canvas.

3D - Render

_geomarkposition

Marks location in the drawing.

3D - Render

_georemove

Removes geographic location (latitude/longitude/elevation) and
also the coordinate system assigned to the drawing file.

3D - Render

_georeorientmarker

Re-orients a set location's insertion point and the direction of
north for the drawing.

3D - Render

_light

Creates a light

3D - Render

_lightlist

Opens the Lights in Model window to add and modify lights

3D - Render

_lightlistclose

Closes the Lights in Model window

3D - Render

_matbrowserclose

Closes the Materials Browser

3D - Render

_matbrowseropen

Opens the Materials Browser

3D - Render

_mateditorclose

Closes the Materials Editor

3D - Render

_mateditoropen

Opens the Materials Editor

3D - Render

_materialassign

Internal command used materials.

3D - Render

_materialattach

Attaches materials to objects by layer

3D - Render

_materialmap

Maps a material to selected objects
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3D - Render

_materials

Manages, applies, and modifies materials

3D - Render

_materialsclose

Closes the Materials window

3D - Render

_matlib

Opens the Materials Browser

3D - Render

_migratematerials

Finds any legacy materials in Tools Palettes, converts them to
Protein Generic and puts them in the Browser in a new library
called My Library.

3D - Render

_mirror3d

Creates a mirror image of objects about a plane

3D - Render

_pointlight

Specify source location &amp;lt;0,0,0&amp;gt;: Enter coordinate
values or use the pointing device

3D - Render

_render

Creates a photorealistic or realistically shaded image of a threedimensional wireframe or solid model

3D - Render

_-render

Creates a photorealistic or realistically shaded image of a threedimensional wireframe or solid model from the command line.

3D - Render

_rendercrop

Prompts you to select a region that gets rendered

3D - Render

_renderenvironment

Provides visual cues for the apparent distance of objects

3D - Render

_renderenvironmentclose

Closes the Render Environment Palette if it is displayed

3D - Render

_renderexposure

Provides settings to interactively adjust the global lighting for
the most recent rendered output

3D - Render

_renderexposureclose

Closes the Render Exposure Palette if it is displayed

3D - Render

_-renderoutputsize

Used by Ribbon's RenderOutputSize control.

3D - Render

_renderpresets

Displays the Render Presets Manager dialog box

3D - Render

_-renderpresets

Specifies render presets, reusable rendering parameters, for
rendering an image

3D - Render

_renderpresetsclose

Closes the Render Presets Manager dialog box

3D - Render

_renderwin

Displays the Render window without invoking a render task

3D - Render

_renderwindow

Displays the Render window without invoking a render task

3D - Render

_renderwindowclose

Closes the Render window

3D - Render

_rotate3d

Moves objects about a three-dimensional axis

3D - Render

_rpref

Allows access to advanced rendering settings on the Render
Settings palette

3D - Render

_rprefclose

Closes the Render Settings palette if it is displayed

3D - Render

_saveimg

Saves a rendered image to a file

3D - Render

_spotlight

Creates a spotlight

3D - Render

_sunproperties

Opens the Sun window and sets the properties of the Sun

3D - Render

_sunpropertiesclose

Closes the Sun window

3D - Render

_targetpoint

Creates a target point light

3D - Render

_weblight

Creates a web light

3D - Render

cmaterial

Sets the current material.

3D - Render

defaultlighting

Turns default lighting on and off in the current viewport.

3D - Render

defaultlightingtype

Specifies the type of default lighting.
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3D - Render

expvalue

Specifies the exposure value to apply during rendering.

3D - Render

expwhitebalance

Specifies the Kelvin color temperature (white balance) value to
apply during rendering.

3D - Render

fbximportlog

sets whether to save log when importing from an fbx file

3D - Render

geolatlongformat

Controls the format of the latitude or longitude values in the
Geographic Location dialog box, and the coordinate status bar in
Geographic mode.

3D - Render

geolocatemode

Reflects whether to track user's location within the drawing.

3D - Render

geomapmode

Reflects the map type.

3D - Render

geomarkervisibility

Controls the visibility of geographic markers.

3D - Render

geomarkpositionsize

Controls the size of geographic position markers.

3D - Render

iblenvironment

Specifies the IBL setting to use during rendering.

3D - Render

latitude

Specifies the latitude of the drawing model in decimal format.

3D - Render

lenslength

Stores the length of the lens.

3D - Render

lightglyphdisplay

Controls whether light glyphs are displayed.

3D - Render

lightingunits

Controls whether generic or photometric lights are used, and
indicates the current lighting units

3D - Render

lightliststate

Indicates whether the Lights in Model window is open or closed.

3D - Render

longitude

Specifies the longitude of the drawing model in decimal format.

3D - Render

matbrowserstate

Indicates whether the Materials Browser window is open or
closed

3D - Render

mateditorstate

Indicates whether the Materials Editor window is open or
closed.

3D - Render

northdirection

Specifies the angle of the Sun from north.

3D - Render

renderfheight

Controls rendering filter height

3D - Render

renderftype

Chooses rendering filter

3D - Render

renderfwidth

Controls rendering filter width

3D - Render

renderlevel

Controls refinement level for renderings

3D - Render

renderlightcalc

Controls lighting quality for renderings

3D - Render

rendertarget

Chooses rendering to level, time, or infinite run

3D - Render

rendertime

Sets maximum time to render

3D - Render

renderuserlights

Controls whether user-lights are translated during rendering

3D - Render

shadowplanelocation

Controls the location of an invisible ground plane used to display
shadows.

3D - Render

skystatus

Used by Ribbon lighting controls.

3D - Render

sunstatus

Controls whether the Sun is casting light in the current viewport.

3D - Render

timezone

Sets the time zone for sun studies in the drawing.

3D - ShapeManager

_acisin

Imports an ACIS file

3D - ShapeManager

_acisout

Exports solid objects to an ACIS file
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3D - ShapeManager

_ameconvert

Converts AME solid models to solid objects

3D - ShapeManager

_boundary

Creates a region or a polyline from an enclosed area

3D - ShapeManager

_-boundary

Creates a region or a polyline from an enclosed area from
command line

3D - ShapeManager

_box

Creates a three-dimensional solid box

3D - ShapeManager

_bpoly

See boundary

3D - ShapeManager

_brep

Changes 3D solid primitives and composite solids to Brep solids

3D - ShapeManager

_cone

Creates a three-dimensional solid cone

3D - ShapeManager

_cylinder

Creates a three-dimensional solid cylinder

3D - ShapeManager

_extrude

Creates unique solid primitives by extruding existing twodimensional objects

3D - ShapeManager

_flatshot

Creates a 2D representation of all 3D objects in the current view

3D - ShapeManager

_impliedfacex

Internal command needed by impliedface

3D - ShapeManager

_imprint

Imprints an edge on a 3D solid

3D - ShapeManager

_livesection

Turns on live sectioning for a selected section object.

3D - ShapeManager

_loft

Creates a 3D solid or surface by lofting through a set of two or
more curves

3D - ShapeManager

_massprop

Calculates and displays the mass properties of regions or solids

3D - ShapeManager

_planesurf

Creates a planar surface

3D - ShapeManager

_presspull

Presses or pulls bounded areas

3D - ShapeManager

_pyramid

Creates a 3D solid pyramid

3D - ShapeManager

_region

Creates a region object from a selection set of existing objects

3D - ShapeManager

_revolve

Creates a solid by revolving a two-dimensional object about an
axis

3D - ShapeManager

_revsurf

Creates a rotated surface about a selected axis

3D - ShapeManager

_rulesurf

Creates a ruled surface between two curves

3D - ShapeManager

_section

Uses the intersection of a plane and solids to create a region

3D - ShapeManager

_sectionplane

Creates a section object

3D - ShapeManager

_sectionplanejog

Adds a jog to a section.

3D - ShapeManager

_sectionplanesettings

Displays the section plane settings dialog

3D - ShapeManager

_sectionplanetoblock

Creates section plane into block

3D - ShapeManager

_sectionspinners

Displays a dialog to change system variables for distance
increments of spinner controls in the Adjust Slice panel of the
Section object contextual tab

3D - ShapeManager

_slice

Slices a set of solids with a plane

3D - ShapeManager

_soldraw

Generates profiles and sections in viewports created with
SOLVIEW

3D - ShapeManager

_solidedit

Edits faces and edges of 3D solid models

3D - ShapeManager

_solprof

Creates profile images of three-dimensional solids
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3D - ShapeManager

_sphere

Creates a three-dimensional solid sphere

3D - ShapeManager

_stlout

Stores a solid in an ASCII or binary file

3D - ShapeManager

_subtract

Creates a composite region or solid by subtraction

3D - ShapeManager

_sweep

Creates a 3D solid or surface by sweeping a 2D curve along a
path

3D - ShapeManager

_thicken

Creates a 3D solid by thickening a surface

3D - ShapeManager

_torus

Creates a donut-shaped solid

3D - ShapeManager

_union

Creates a composite region or solid

3D - ShapeManager

_wedge

Creates a 3D solid with a sloped face tapering along the X axis

3D - ShapeManager

delobj

Controls whether objects used to create other objects are
retained or deleted from the drawing database.

3D - ShapeManager

facetratio

Controls the aspect ratio of faceting for cylindrical and conic
solids.

3D - ShapeManager

facetres

Adjusts the smoothness of shaded and rendered objects and
objects with hidden lines removed.

3D - ShapeManager

impliedface

Controls the availability of the presspull shortcut key.

3D - ShapeManager

loftang1

Sets the draft angle through the first cross section in a loft
operation.

3D - ShapeManager

loftang2

Sets the draft angle through the last cross section in a loft
operation.

3D - ShapeManager

loftmag1

Sets the magnitude of the draft angle through the first cross
section in a loft operation.

3D - ShapeManager

loftmag2

Sets the magnitude of the draft angle through the last cross
section in a loft operation.

3D - ShapeManager

loftnormals

Controls the normals of a lofted object where it passes through
cross sections.

3D - ShapeManager

loftparam

Controls the shape of lofted solids and surfaces

3D - ShapeManager

sectionoffsetinc

Set the step size for the section thickness

3D - ShapeManager

sectionthicknessinc

Set the step size for the section plane elevation

3D - ShapeManager

showhist

Controls the Show History property for solids in a drawing.

3D - ShapeManager

solidcheck

Turns the solid validation on and off for the current AutoCAD
OEM session.

3D - ShapeManager

solidhist

Controls the default History property setting for new and
existing objects.

3D - ShapeManager

surftab1

Sets the number of tabulations to be generated for the
RULESURF and TABSURF commands.

3D - ShapeManager

surftab2

Sets the mesh density in the N direction for the REVSURF and
EDGESURF commands.

3D - ShapeManager

surftype

Controls the type of surface-fitting to be performed by the
Smooth option of the PEDIT command.

3D - ShapeManager

surfu

Sets the surface density for PEDIT Smooth in the M direction.
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3D - ShapeManager

surfv

Sets the surface density for PEDIT Smooth in the N direction.

3D - Surface Modeling

_3deditbar

Edits a NURB surface by selecting a point on the surface

3D - Surface Modeling

_convtonurbs

Converts entities to a NURBS surface

3D - Surface Modeling

_surfblend

Creates a continuous blend surface between two existing
surfaces

3D - Surface Modeling

_surfextend

Lengthens a surface by a distance.

3D - Surface Modeling

_surfextractcurve

Creates an isoline by selecting a point on a surface.

3D - Surface Modeling

_surffillet

Creates a new tangent surface between two surface edges with
constant radius profile and trims the original surfaces to connect
with it.

3D - Surface Modeling

_surfnetwork

Creates a surface from a network of curves. This is similar to a
UV loft operation.

3D - Surface Modeling

_surfoffset

Copies a surface so that locations on the copied surface are the
same specified distance from the original surface

3D - Surface Modeling

_surfpatch

Fits and creates a new surface through selected curves and point
objects.

3D - Surface Modeling

_surfsculpt

Creates a new solid from selected surfaces that bind a region in
space.

3D - Surface Modeling

_surftrim

Deletes selected portions of a surface inside or outside where
they are intersected with another surface or other geometry.

3D - Surface Modeling

_surfuntrim

Removes trims at the trim curves from a surface.

3D - Surface Modeling

surfaceassociativity

Controls the default surface associtivity property setting for new
and existing objects

3D - Surface Modeling

surfaceassociativitydrag

Controls the drag behavior of 3D surfaces that are associated
with another 3D surface that is being dragged: smooth drag or
real-time drag.

3D - Surface Modeling

surfaceautotrim

Sets if projected geometry automatically trims the target
surface.

3D - Surface Modeling
Application

surfacemodelingmode
_gotostart

Sets if if a procedural surface or NURBS surface from 3D surface
modeling commands
Switched focus to Start tab.

Base - Application

_filetab

Shows file tab

Base - Application

_filetabclose

Closes file tab

Base - Application

demandload

Specifies if and when AutoCAD demand loads a third-party
application if a drawing contains custom objects created in that
application.

Base - Application

filetabpreview

System variable to determine whether to show tumbnails or list
of layouts while hovering over a file tab.

Base - Application

filetabstate

System variable to determine whether the File tab is displayed
or not.

Base - Application

filetabthumbhover

System variable to determine whether to switch layouts while
hovering over layout thumbnails on a file tab.

Base - Application

galleryview

Controls whether the gallery control is enabled.
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Base - Application

startmode

Set start tab mode

Base - Editor

*clistate

Command line window state.

Base - Editor

*cmdsysvarseparate

Controls whether to separate commands and system variables.

Base - Editor

*cmdsysvarsortmode

Controls to sort hints by weight or alphabetically.

Base - Editor

*contenttypeorder

Controls the order and enable state of content search.

Base - Editor

*inputsearchoptionflags

Bitmask flags that control behavior of Inputsearch feture

Base - Editor

*mistypetimes

Controls to trigger auto-alias after how many times.

Base - Editor

*palcolor

Specifies the theme color for the palettes

Base - Editor

*product

Returns the product name.

Base - Editor

*program

Returns the program name.

Base - Editor

*remembermistype

Controls whether enable auto-alias functionality.

Base - Editor

*sdi

Obsolete setvar

Base - Editor

*sysvarmonitordifnumber

Stores the number of monitored sysvars whose value is different
from the desired value.

Base - Editor

*sysvarmonitorshowbubble

Stores the status of whether a balloon notification should
appear in the status bar.

Base - Editor

*TBCUSTOMIZE

Controls whether toolbars can be customized.

Base - Editor

*twstate

Stores a value that indicates whether Text Window is open,
closed. (read-only)

Base - Editor

*whipthread

Controls whether threading is supported by Whip.

Base - Editor

_?

Help

Base - Editor

_+customize

Displays, hides, and customizes toolbars

Base - Editor

_+options

Customizes the AutoCAD OEM settings from dialog

Base - Editor

_ai_close

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_deselect

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_dim_textabove

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_dim_textcenter

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_dim_texthome

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_draworder

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_editcustfile

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_emptyprinc

Menu Helper command to eliminate (princ) from menu macros

Base - Editor

_ai_hideedge_alert

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_molc

Utility to make an object's layer current

Base - Editor

_ai_open

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_pan

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_refedit_alert

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_selall

Menu helper function

Base - Editor

_ai_showedge_alert

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_startapp

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_tiledvp

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_tiledvp_chk

AutoLISP helper routines for menu

Base - Editor

_ai_viewports_alert

Alert utility for viewports
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Base - Editor

_cleanscreenoff

Restores window borders and toolbars.

Base - Editor

_cleanscreenon

Hides window borders and toolbars to maximize drawing area.

Base - Editor

_close

Closes the active drawing

Base - Editor

_closeall

Closes all drawings

Base - Editor

_closeallother

Closes all open drawing except the current one.

Base - Editor

_commandline

Displays the command line when it’s been hidden.

Base - Editor

_commandlinehide

Hides the command line. When the command line is hidden, you
can still enter commands.

Base - Editor

_config

Configures input and output devices

Base - Editor

_cui

Opens the Customize User Interface dialog box, with the
Customize tab opened by default.

Base - Editor

_cuiexport

Opens the Customize User Interface dialog box, with the
Transfer tab opened by default. The main CUI file is open in the
left pane

Base - Editor

_cuiimport

Opens the Customize User Interface dialog box, with the
Customize tab opened by default.

Base - Editor

_cuiload

Opens the Customize User Interface dialog box, with the
Customize tab opened by default

Base - Editor

_cuiunload

Opens the Customize User Interface dialog box, with the
Customize tab opened by default

Base - Editor

_customize

Displays, hides, and customizes toolbars

Base - Editor

_delay

Provides a timed pause within a script

Base - Editor

_end

Non interactive only: Exits after updating and saving current
drawing

Base - Editor

_fileopen

Opens a new file

Base - Editor

_graphscr

Switches from the text window to the graphics area

Base - Editor

_inputsearchoptions

Allows user to set settings for Inputsearch feature.

Base - Editor

_-inputsearchoptions

Allows user to set settings for Inputsearch feature from
command line.

Base - Editor

_list

Displays database information for selected objects

Base - Editor

_logfileoff

Closes the log file opened by LOGFILEON

Base - Editor

_logfileon

Writes the text window contents to a file

Base - Editor

_menu

Loads a menu file

Base - Editor

_mslide

Creates a slide file of the current viewport

Base - Editor

_multiple

Repeats the next command until canceled

Base - Editor

_open

Opens an existing drawing file

Base - Editor

_options

Customizes the AutoCAD OEM settings

Base - Editor

_overkill

Removes unneeded objects by deleting duplicates and
combining line and arc segments that overlap.

Base - Editor

_-overkill

Removes unneeded objects by deleting duplicates and
combining line and arc segments that overlap.

Base - Editor

_partiaload

Loads additional geometry into a partially opened drawing

Base - Editor

_preferences

Preference settings
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Base - Editor

_purge

Removes unused named objects such as blocks or layers from
the database

Base - Editor

_-purge

Removes unused named objects such as blocks or layers from
the database from command line

Base - Editor

_quickcui

Displays the Customize User Interface dialog box in a collapsed
state

Base - Editor

_quit

Exits AutoCAD OEM

Base - Editor

_reinit

Reinitializes the digitizer digitizer input/output port and program
parameters file

Base - Editor

_resume

Continues an interrupted script

Base - Editor

_ribbon

Opens the ribbon window

Base - Editor

_ribbonclose

Closes the ribbon window

Base - Editor

_rscript

Creates a script that repeats continuously

Base - Editor

_script

Executes a sequence of commands from a script

Base - Editor

_select

Places selected objects in the Previous selection set

Base - Editor

_setvar

Lists or changes the values of system variables

Base - Editor

_sysvarmonitor

Configures and resets specific system variables into desired
values

Base - Editor

_syswindows

Arranges windows

Base - Editor

_tablet

Calibrates configures and turns on and off an attached digitizing
tablet

Base - Editor

_taskbar

Controls whether multiple open drawings are displayed as
separate items on the Windows taskbar

Base - Editor

_tbconfig

Toolbar configuration

Base - Editor

_textscr

Opens the AutoCAD OEM text window

Base - Editor

_toolbar

Displays hides and customizes toolbars

Base - Editor

_-toolbar

Displays hides and customizes toolbars from command line

Base - Editor

_traysettings

Displays the Tray Settings dialog

Base - Editor

_undefine

Allows an application-defined command to override an internal
AutoCAD OEM command

Base - Editor

_vernum

Displays the AutoCAD OEM version.

Base - Editor

_vslide

Displays a raster image slide file in the current viewport

Base - Editor

_whohas

Displays ownership information for opened drawing files

Base - Editor

_workspace

Controls the display, menu order, and Save settings of a
workspace.

Base - Editor

_wssave

Saves a workspace

Base - Editor

_-wssave

Saves a workspace from the command line.

Base - Editor

_wssettings

Opens the Workspace Settings dialog box

Base - Editor

auxstat

Used for Auxiliary Menus

Base - Editor

banner

The OEM developer banner lines.

Base - Editor

cachemaxfiles

Controls the maximum number of files in the graphics cache
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Base - Editor

cachemaxtotalsize

Controls the maximum total size of all files in the graphics cache

Base - Editor

cleanscreenstate

Displays the clean screen state (read only).

Base - Editor

clipboard

Indicates the status of the Windows Clipboard.

Base - Editor

clipromptlines

Set the line count of temporary prompt.

Base - Editor

clipromptupdate

Determine whether CLI is updated during running a
command/LISP routine

Base - Editor

cmdactive

Stores the bitcode that indicates whether an ordinary command,
transparent command, script, or dialog box is active.

Base - Editor

cmddia

Controls whether dialogs are displayed for certain commands

Base - Editor

cmdecho

Controls whether AutoCAD echoes prompts and input during the
AutoLISP command function.

Base - Editor

cmdinputhistorymax

Sets the maximum number of previous input values that are
stored for a prompt in a command.

Base - Editor

cmdnames

Displays the names of the active and transparent commands.

Base - Editor

colortheme

Controls the theme of the palettes.

Base - Editor

compass

Controls whether the 3D compass is on or off in the current
viewport.

Base - Editor

cprofile

Displays the name of the current profile.

Base - Editor

cursorbadge

Displays control for cursor badges of Selection, Inspection,
Deletion, Copy, Move, Rotate, Scale and Zoom.

Base - Editor

cursorsize

Determines the size of the crosshairs as a percentage of the
screen size.

Base - Editor

cursortype

Determines the cursor type of your pointing device

Base - Editor

dblclkedit

Controls double-click behavior

Base - Editor

diastat

Stores the exit method of the most recently used dialog box.

Base - Editor

enterprisemenu

Stores the enterprise menu file name, including the path for the
file name.

Base - Editor

exedir

Executable directory.

Base - Editor

filedia

Suppresses display of the file dialog boxes.

Base - Editor

fullopen

Indicates whether the current drawing is partially open.

Base - Editor

inputhistorymode

Controls the content and location of the display of a history of
user input.

Base - Editor

inputsearchdelay

Sets the delay for when the Suggestion List will show up

Base - Editor

isavebak

Improves the speed of incremental saves, especially for large
drawings.

Base - Editor

isavepercent

Determines the amount of wasted space tolerated in a drawing
file.

Base - Editor

lastprompt

Stores the last string echoed to the command line.
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Base - Editor

layoutcreateviewport

Controls the option to create or not a viewport for new Layouts.

Base - Editor

layouttab

Shows model/layout tab

Base - Editor

legacyctrlpick

Specifies the keys for selection cycling and the behavior for CTRL
+ left-click.

Base - Editor

locale

Displays the International Standards Organization (ISO) language
code.

Base - Editor

localrootprefix

Returns the location of non-roamable customizable files for the
currently logged on user

Base - Editor

lockui

Locks the position and size of toolbars and windows such as
DesignCenter and Properties palette.

Base - Editor

logfilemode

Specifies whether the contents of the text window are written
to a log file.

Base - Editor

logfilename

Specifies the path and name of the log file for the current
drawing.

Base - Editor

logfilepath

Specifies the path for the log files for all drawings in a session.

Base - Editor

markingmenu

Sets the marking menu is on or off.

Base - Editor

maxactvp

Sets the maximum number of viewports that can be active at
one time in the display.

Base - Editor

maxsort

Sets the maximum number of symbol names or block names
sorted by listing commands.

Base - Editor

mbuttonpan

Controls the behavior of the third button or wheel on the
pointing device.

Base - Editor

menubar

Controls the display of the menu bar.

Base - Editor

menuecho

Sets menu echo and prompt control bits.

Base - Editor

menuname

Stores the menu file name, including the path for the file name.

Base - Editor

modemacro

Displays a text string on the status line, such as the name of the
current drawing, time/date stamp, or special modes.

Base - Editor

nodename

Returns the temporary file extension

Base - Editor

nomutt

Suppresses the message display (muttering) when it wouldn't
normally be suppressed

Base - Editor

openpartial

Does a partial open of a drawing.

Base - Editor

paletteopaque

Controls whether palettes can be made transparent

Base - Editor

platform

Indicates what platform AutoCAD OEM is running on.

Base - Editor

propobjlimit

Limits the number of entities displayed in QP and OPM

Base - Editor

proxygraphics

Specifies whether images of proxy objects are saved in the
drawing.

Base - Editor

proxynotice

Displays a notice when a proxy is created

Base - Editor

proxyshow

Controls the display of proxy objects in a drawing.

Base - Editor

queuedregenmax

Sets the maximum number of entities to queue for automatic
regens.
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Base - Editor

rememberfolders

Controls whether each instance of the file navigation dialog
remembers the last folder being browsed.

Base - Editor

reporterror

Controls the behavior of generating an error report

Base - Editor

ribbonbgload

Sets whether or not to enable ribbon background tab rendering

Base - Editor

ribboncontextsellim

Sets an upper limit on the number of objects that can be
selected and queried by the Contextual Tab Selector logic

Base - Editor

ribbondockedheight

Sets the height of the ribbon when it is docked horizontally

Base - Editor

ribboniconresize

Sets whether or not icons on the Ribbon with non-standard sizes
are resized

Base - Editor

ribbonselectmode

Sets whether or not the pickfirst selection set, prior to a
contextual tab command being invoked, is maintained after the
command is finished

Base - Editor

ribbonstate

System variable to determine whether the Ribbon is displayed or
not.

Base - Editor

roamablerootprefix

Returns the location of roamable customizable files for the
currently logged on user

Base - Editor

rollovertips

Controls the display of rollover tooltips in the application

Base - Editor

screensize

Stores current viewport size in pixels (X and Y).

Base - Editor

shortcutmenu

Controls whether Default, Edit, and Command mode shortcut
menus are available in the drawing area.

Base - Editor

shortcutmenuduration

Controls the right Click Menu duration to ENTER.

Base - Editor

showpagesetupfornewlayouts

Controls the option to show or not the Page Setup for New
Layouts.

Base - Editor

statusbar

Controls the display of the application and drawing status bars

Base - Editor

suppressalerts

Suppresses missing required version alert dialogs so that scripts
can continue.

Base - Editor

syscodepage

Indicates the system code page specified in the aoem.xmx file.

Base - Editor

sysmon

Controls whether or not the Sysvar Monitor is turned on/off,
and whether balloon alerts are displayed.

Base - Editor

tabmode

Controls the use of the tablet.

Base - Editor

tbshowshortcuts

Show Shortcut Keys on tooltips.

Base - Editor

tempoverrides

Turns temporary override keys on and off.

Base - Editor

textoutputfileformat

Provides Unicode options for plot and text window log files.

Base - Editor

thumbsize

Specifies the maximum generated size for preview thumbnails in
pixels.

Base - Editor

tooltipmerge

Controls whether snap type tips are merged with the dynamic
input prompts or display in independent tooltip.

Base - Editor

tooltips

Controls the display of tooltips.
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Base - Editor

tooltipsize

Controls the Size of the tooltip found in Look &amp; Feel Page,
from -1 to 6.

Base - Editor

tooltiptransparency

Controls the Transparency of the tooltip, from 0 to 100%.

Base - Editor

trayicons

Determines whether icons display in status bar tray

Base - Editor

traynotify

Determines whether bubble window notifications (from tray
icons) are displayed

Base - Editor

traytimeout

Determines how long bubble window notifications are displayed

Base - Editor

useri1

Used for storage and retrieval of integer values.

Base - Editor

useri2

Used for storage and retrieval of integer values.

Base - Editor

useri3

Used for storage and retrieval of integer values.

Base - Editor

useri4

Used for storage and retrieval of integer values.

Base - Editor

useri5

Used for storage and retrieval of integer values.

Base - Editor

userr1

Used for storage and retrieval of real numbers..

Base - Editor

userr2

Used for storage and retrieval of real numbers..

Base - Editor

userr3

Used for storage and retrieval of real numbers..

Base - Editor

userr4

Used for storage and retrieval of real numbers..

Base - Editor

userr5

Used for storage and retrieval of real numbers..

Base - Editor

users1

Used for storage and retrieval of string values.

Base - Editor

users2

Used for storage and retrieval of string values.

Base - Editor

users3

Used for storage and retrieval of string values.

Base - Editor

users4

Used for storage and retrieval of string values.

Base - Editor

users5

Used for storage and retrieval of string values.

Base - Editor

version

Displays the AutoCAD OEM version.

Base - Editor

whiparc

Controls whether the display of circles and arcs is smooth.

Base - Editor

workspaceinitial

Defined the assigned particular workspace in template file

Base - Editor

workspacelabel

Determines whether workspace label is displayed for the
workspace switch in the status bar

Base - Editor

wscurrent

Returns the current workspace in the command line interface.

Base - Help

_about

Displays information about AutoCAD OEM

Base - Help

_help

Displays online help

Base-Editor

commandpreview

System variable that controls whether in-canvas preview of
command outcome is enabled

Base-Editor

complexltpreview

Toggles complex linetype preview during interactive operations
(such as: command preview, jigging, etc.)

Base-Editor

propertypreview

System variable that controls whether in-canvas preview of
property editing, through object or style, is enabled

Drawing Aids

_compile

Compiles shape files and PostScript font files

Drawing Aids

thickness

Sets the current 3D solid thickness.

DWG Recovery

_drawingrecovery

Displays a list of drawing files that can be recovered after a
program or system failure
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DWG Recovery

_drawingrecoveryhide

Closes the Drawing Recovery Manager

DWG Recovery

drstate

Drawing Recovery window state.

Tools - Action Recorder

_actbasepoint

Inserts a base point in an action macro.

Tools - Action Recorder

_actmanager

Manages action macro files.

Tools - Action Recorder

_actrecord

Starts the Action Recorder.

Tools - Action Recorder

_actstop

Stops the Action Recorder and provides the option of saving the
recorded actions to an action macro file

Tools - Action Recorder

_-actstop

Stops the Action Recorder and provides the option of saving the
recorded actions to an action macro file

Tools - Action Recorder

_actuserinput

Pauses for user input in an action macro.

Tools - Action Recorder

_actusermessage

Inserts a user message into an action macro.

Tools - Action Recorder

_-actusermessage

Inserts a user message into an action macro.

Tools - Action Recorder

actpath

Specifies the additional paths to use when locating available
action macros for playback.

Tools - Action Recorder

actrecorderstate

Specifies the current state of the Action Recorder.

Tools - Action Recorder

actrecpath

Specifies the path used to store new action macros.

Tools - Action Recorder

actui

Controls the behavior of the Action Recorder panel when
recording and playing back macros.

Tools - CAD Standards

_checkstandards

Checks the current drawing for standards violations

Tools - CAD Standards

_laytrans

Changes a drawing's layers to layer standards you specify

Tools - CAD Standards

_standards

Manages the association of standards files with AutoCAD
drawings.

Tools - CAD Standards

standardsviolation

Specifies whether a user is notified of standards violations that
exist in the current drawing

Tools - Constraints

_+constraintsettings

Open the constraint settings dialog with specified tab index.

Tools - Constraints

_autoconstrain

Applies geometric constraints to a selection set of objects based
on orientation of the objects relative to one another.

Tools - Constraints

_constraintbar

A toolbar-like UI element that displays the available geometric
constraints on an object.

Tools - Constraints

_constraintsettings

Controls the display of geometric constraints on constraint bars,
when constraint bar are displayed.

Tools - Constraints

_dcaligned

Dimensional constraint, aligned. Constrains the distance
between two points on different objects

Tools - Constraints

_dcangular

Dimensional constraint, angular. Constrains the angle between
line or polyline segments, or angle of arc

Tools - Constraints

_dcconvert

Dimensional constraint, convert. Converts the associative
dimensions to dimensional constraints

Tools - Constraints

_dcdiameter

Dimensional constraint, diameter. Constrains the diameter of a
circle or an arc

Tools - Constraints

_dcdisplay

Displays or hides the dynamic constraints associated with a
selection set of objects.
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_dcform

Dimensional constraint, specifies whether the dimensional
constraint created is dynamic or annotational

_dchorizontal

Dimensional constraint, horizontal. Constrains the X distance
between points on an object, or between two points on
different objects

Tools - Constraints

_dclinear

Dimensional constraint, linear. Creates a horizontal, vertical, or
rotated constraint based on the locations of the extension line
origins and the dimension line

Tools - Constraints

_dcradius

Dimensional constraint, radius. Constrains the radius of a circle
or an arc

Tools - Constraints

_dcvertical

Dimensional constraint, vertical. Constrains the Y distance
between points on an object, or between two points on
different objects

Tools - Constraints

_delconstraint

Removes all geometric and dimensional constraints from a
selection set of objects.

Tools - Constraints

_dimconstraint

Applies dimensional constraints to selected objects, or points on
objects.

Tools - Constraints

_gccoincident

Geometrical constraint, coincident. Constrains two points
together or a point to a curve (or an extension of a curve).

Tools - Constraints

_gccollinear

Geometrical constraint, collinear. Causes two or more line
segments to lie along the same line.

Tools - Constraints

_gcconcentric

Geometrical constraint, concentric. Constrains two arcs, circles,
or ellipses to the same center point.

Tools - Constraints

_gcequal

Geometrical constraint, equal. Resizes selected arcs and circles
to the same radius, or selected lines to the same length.

Tools - Constraints

_gcfix

Geometrical constraint, fix. Locks points and curves in position.

Tools - Constraints

_gchorizontal

Geometrical constraint, horizontal. Causes lines or pairs of
points to lie parallel to the X axis of the current coordinate
system.

Tools - Constraints

_gcparallel

Geometrical constraint, parallel. Causes selected lines to lie
parallel to each other.

Tools - Constraints

_gcperpendicular

Geometrical constraint, perpendicular. Causes selected lines to
lie 90 degrees to one another.

Tools - Constraints

_gcsmooth

Geometrical constraint, smooth. Constrains a spline to be
contiguous and maintain G2 continuity with another spline, line,
arc, or polyline.

Tools - Constraints

_gcsymmetric

Geometrical constraint, symmetric. Causes selected objects to
become symmetrically constrained about a selected line.

Tools - Constraints

Tools - Constraints
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Tools - Constraints

_gctangent

Geometrical constraint, tangent. Constrains two curves to
maintain a point of tangency to each other or their extensions.

Tools - Constraints

_gcvertical

Geometrical constraint, vertical. Causes lines or pairs of points
to lie parallel to the Y axis of the current coordinate system.

Tools - Constraints

_geomconstraint

Applies or persists geometric relationships between objects or
points on objects.

Tools - Constraints

_parameters

Controls the associative parameters used in the drawing.

Tools - Constraints

_-parameters

Controls the associative parameters used in the drawing.

Tools - Constraints

_parametersclose

Closes the Parameters Manager palette if it is open.

Tools - Constraints

cbartransparency

Controls the transparency of constraintbars

Tools - Constraints

cconstraintform

Controls whether annotational or dynamic constraints are
applied to objects.

Tools - Constraints

constraintbardisplay

Displays constraint bars for selecting objects after manually
applying a constraint or after running the AUTOCONSTRAIN
command or when selecting geometrically constrained objects

Tools - Constraints

constraintbarmode

Controls the display of geometrical constraints on constraint
bars.

Tools - Constraints

constraintinfer

Controls whether the geometric constraints are inferred while
drawing and editing geometry.

Tools - Constraints

constraintnameformat

Controls the text format for dimensional constraints.

Tools - Constraints

constraintrelax

Indicates whether constraints are enforced or relaxed when
editing an object.

Tools - Constraints

constraintsolvemode

Controls constraint behavior when applying or editing
constraints.

Tools - Constraints

dimconstrainticon

Displays the lock icon next to the text for dimensional
constraints

Tools - Constraints

dynconstraintdisplay

Displays or hides dynamic constraints.

Tools - Constraints

dynconstraintmode

Displays hidden dimensional constraints when constrained
objects are selected.

Tools - Constraints

parametercopymode

Controls how constraints and referenced variables are copied
when replicating constrained geometry.

Tools - Constraints

parametersstatus

Indicates whether the Parameters Manager palette is displayed
or hidden.

Tools - Database

_dbcClose

Closes the dbConnect Manager and removes the dbConnect
menu from the menu bar

Tools - Database

_dbcconfigure

Displays the _dbcconfigure Manager.

Tools - Database

_dbcConnect

Displays the dbConnect Manager and adds the dbConnect menu
to the menu bar.

Tools - Database

_dbcDefineLLT

Creates a new label template in the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcDefineLT

Creates a new link template in the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcDeleteLabels

Deletes all labels based on a particular label template from the
current drawing
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Tools - Database

_dbcDeleteLinks

Deletes all links based on a particular link template from the
current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcDeleteLLT

Deletes a label template from the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcDeleteLT

Deletes a link template from the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcDeleteQry

Deletes a query from the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcdisconnect

Displays the dbConnect Manager

Tools - Database

_dbcEditLinkedTable

Opens an external database table in Edit mode

Tools - Database

_dbcEditLLT

Edits an existing label template

Tools - Database

_dbcEditLT

Edits an existing link template

Tools - Database

_dbcEditQry

Edits an existing query

Tools - Database

_dbcEditTable

Opens an external database table in Edit mode

Tools - Database

_dbcExecuteQry

Executes a stored query

Tools - Database

_dbcExportLinks

Exports all links based on a particular link template from the
current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcExportQS

Exports a set of queries from the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcExportTS

Exports a set of templates from the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcHideLabels

Turns off label visibility of a selected label template

Tools - Database

_dbcImportQry

Imports an existing query

Tools - Database

_dbcImportQS

Imports a set of queries into the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcImportTS

Imports a set of templates into the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcLinkConversion

Converts links from previous releases

Tools - Database

_dbcLinkManager

Edits the key values of a selected link

Tools - Database

_dbcNewQryLT

Creates a new query in the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcNewQryTable

Creates a new query in the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbConnect

Establishes a connection to an external data source

Tools - Database

_dbcPropsLblT

Modifies the properties of a label template

Tools - Database

_dbcPropsLT

Modifies the properties of a link template

Tools - Database

_dbcReloadLabels

Refreshes all labels based on a particular label template with
new database table values

Tools - Database

_dbcSelectLinks

Performs a Link Select operation

Tools - Database

_dbcShowLabels

Turns on label visibility of a selected label template

Tools - Database

_dbcSync

Detects broken links in the current drawing

Tools - Database

_dbcViewLinkedTable

Opens an external database table in Read-only mode

Tools - Database

_dbcViewTable

Opens an external database table in Read-only mode

Tools - Database

_dvAutoViewObjects

Automatically selects linked graphical objects when their
corresponding records are selected

Tools - Database

_dvAutoViewRecords

Automatically selects linked records when their corresponding
graphical objects are selected

Tools - Database

_dvClearMarks

Clears all marks from the Data View window

Tools - Database

_dvFind

Searches for a value in the Data View window

Tools - Database

_dvFormat

Applies formatting to the Data View window display

Tools - Database

_dvLink

Creates a link or a label

Tools - Database

_dvLinkPlace

Turns Attached Label Creation mode on

Tools - Database

_dvLinkToObject

Turns Link Creation mode on
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Tools - Database

_dvPageSetup

Data View window setup

Tools - Database

_dvPlace

Turns Freestanding Label Creation mode on

Tools - Database

_dvPrint

Prints the contents of the Data View window to the current
system printer

Tools - Database

_dvPrintPreview

Displays a preview image of a report in the Data View window

Tools - Database

_dvPrintSetup

Data View print setup

Tools - Database

_dvReplace

Searches for and replaces a value in the Data View window

Tools - Database

_dvSettings

Specifies Data View and query options

Tools - Database

_dvViewLObjects

Selects linked graphical objects when their corresponding
records are selected

Tools - Database

_dvViewLRecords

Selects linked records when their corresponding graphical
objects are selected

Tools - Database

dbcstate

dbConnect active state

Tools - DesignCenter

_acdcinsertblock

Insert DesignCenter block

Tools - DesignCenter

_adc

DesignCenter

Tools - DesignCenter

_adcclose

Closes Design Center

Tools - DesignCenter

_adccustomnavigate

Use a custom application to load DesignCenter content

Tools - DesignCenter

_adcenter

Manages content

Tools - DesignCenter

_adcnavigate

Loads a specified DesignCenter drawing file, folder, or network
path

Tools - DesignCenter

_content

Launches AutoCAD DesignCenter

Tools - DesignCenter

adcstate

System variable to determine whether AutoCAD DesignCenter is
active or not

Tools - eTransmit

_archive

Packages the current sheet set files for archival

Tools - eTransmit

_-archive

Packages the current sheet set files for archival

Tools - eTransmit

_dwgconvert

Convert drawings into different file formats

Tools - eTransmit

_etransmit

Creates a transmittal set of a drawing and related files

Tools - eTransmit

_-etransmit

Creates a transmittal set of a drawing and related files

Tools - Express

_imageoverlap

Controls overlap distance for image tiling in Tools - Express.

Tools - Express

_superhatch

Works like the hatch command, but it allows you to use an
image, block, xref, or WIPEOUT object as a hatch pattern.

Tools - Express

_tframes

Toggles the state of frames for Wipeout and image objects.

Tools - Field

_updatefield

Manually updates fields in selected objects in the drawing

Tools - Fields

_field

Inserts a string of text that can be updated automatically as the
field value changes

Tools - Fields

fielddisplay

Controls whether fields are displayed with a gray background.

Tools - Fields

fieldeval

Controls how fields are updated.
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Tools - Image

_classicimage

Inserts images in many formats into an AutoCAD OEM drawing
file

Tools - Image

_-image

If you enter -image at the Command prompt, IMAGE displays
prompts on the command line.

Tools - Image

_imageadjust

Controls the brightness contrast and fade values of the selected
image

Tools - Image

_-imageadjust

Controls the brightness contrast and fade values of the selected
image from command line

Tools - Image

_imageattach

Attaches a new image object and definition

Tools - Image

_imageclip

Creates new clipping boundaries for single image objects

Tools - Image

_imagequality

Controls the display quality of images

Tools - Image

_transparency

Controls whether background pixels in an image are transparent
or opaque

Tools - Image

_wipeout

Covers existing objects with a blank area

Tools - Image

imageframe

Controls whether the image frame is displayed on the screen or
hidden from view

Tools - Image

imagehlt

Controls whether the entire raster image or only the raster
image frame is highlighted.

Tools - Image

rtdisplay

Controls the display of raster images during Real-time ZOOM or
PAN.

Tools - Image

wipeoutframe

Controls the display of frames for wipeout objects

Tools - Import\Export

*epdfshx

Controls SHX text PDF comments.

Tools - Import\Export

*pdftextrender

Controls PDF text rendering.

Tools - Import\Export

_3dsin

Imports a 3D Studio (3DS) file

Tools - Import\Export

_adjust

Allows adjustment of DWF underlays, DGN underlays, PDF
underlays and images at the command prompt

Tools - Import\Export

_attach

Allows the user to insert various file types as attachments or
underlays into a DWG file

Tools - Import\Export

_-attach

Allows the user to insert various file types as attachments or
underlays into a DWG file from the command line.

Tools - Import\Export

_bmpout

Saves selected objects to a file in device-independent bitmap
format

Tools - Import\Export

_clip

Allows the user to clip Viewports XREFs, DWF underlays, DGN
underlays, PDF underlays, point clouds and/or images with a
specified boundary

Tools - Import\Export

_convert

Converts 2D polylines and associative hatches to the optimized
Release 14 format

Tools - Import\Export

_convertoldmaterials

Converts materials created in previous drawing file formats to
the current format.

Tools - Import\Export

_copyclip

Copies objects to the Clipboard

Tools - Import\Export

_copyhist

Copies the text in the command line history to the Clipboard

Tools - Import\Export

_copylink

Copies the current view to the Clipboard for linking to other OLE
applications
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Tools - Import\Export

_dgnadjust

Allows adjustment of a DGN underlay from the command line

Tools - Import\Export

_-dgnadjust

Allows adjustment of a DGN underlay from the command line

Tools - Import\Export

_dgnattach

Attaches a DGN underlay to the current drawing

Tools - Import\Export

_-dgnattach

DGNATTACH displays prompts on the command line

Tools - Import\Export

_-dgnbind

DGNBIND displays prompts on the command line

Tools - Import\Export

_dgnclip

Uses clipping boundaries to define a subregion of a DGN
underlay

Tools - Import\Export

_dgnexport

Creates one or more V8 DGN files from the current drawing

Tools - Import\Export

_-dgnexport

Creates one or more V8 DGN files from the current drawing

Tools - Import\Export

_dgnimport

Imports the data from a V8 DGN file into a new DWG file

Tools - Import\Export

_-dgnimport

Imports the data from a V8 DGN file into a new DWG file

Tools - Import\Export

_dgnlayers

Imports the data from a V8 DGN file into a new DWG file

Tools - Import\Export

_dgnmapping

Opens the DGN Mapping Setups Manager

Tools - Import\Export

_dwfadjust

Allows adjustment of a DWF underlay

Tools - Import\Export

_-dwfadjust

Allows adjustment of a DWF underlay from the command line

Tools - Import\Export

_dwfattach

Attaches a DWF underlay to the current drawing

Tools - Import\Export

_-dwfattach

DWFATTACH displays prompts on the command line

Tools - Import\Export

_dwfclip

Uses clipping boundaries to define a subregion of a DWF
underlay

Tools - Import\Export

_dwflayers

Controls the display of layers in a DWF underlay

Tools - Import\Export

_dxbin

Imports specially coded binary files

Tools - Import\Export

_dxfin

Imports a drawing interchange file

Tools - Import\Export

_dxfout

Creates a drawing interchange file of the current drawing

Tools - Import\Export

_export

Saves objects to other file formats

Tools - Import\Export

_exportlayout

Exports all visible objects from the current layout to the model
space of a new drawing.

Tools - Import\Export

_import

Imports various file formats into AutoCAD OEM

Tools - Import\Export

_jpgout

Saves selected objects to a file in a JPEG format

Tools - Import\Export

_oleconvert

OLE command

Tools - Import\Export

_olelinks

Updates changes and cancels existing OLE links

Tools - Import\Export

_oleopen

Opens an OLE object

Tools - Import\Export

_olereset

Restores an OLE object to its original size and shape

Tools - Import\Export

_olescale

Scales OLE text objects

Tools - Import\Export

_pasteashyperlink

Pastes a hyperlink to the selected object

Tools - Import\Export

_pasteblock

Inserts data from the Clipboard as a block

Tools - Import\Export

_pasteclip

Inserts data from the Clipboard

Tools - Import\Export

_pasteorig

Inserts data from the Clipboard, positioned at the same
coordinates as the original objects
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Tools - Import\Export

_pastespec

Inserts data from the Clipboard and controls the format of the
data

Tools - Import\Export

_pdfadjust

Allows adjustment of a PDF underlay

Tools - Import\Export

_-pdfadjust

Allows adjustment of a PDF underlay from the command line

Tools - Import\Export

_pdfattach

Attaches a PDF underlay to the current drawing

Tools - Import\Export

_-pdfattach

Attaches a PDF underlay to the current drawing from the
command line

Tools - Import\Export

_pdfclip

Uses clipping boundaries to define a subregion of a PDF underlay

Tools - Import\Export

_pdfimport

Imports a PDF file to the current drawing

Tools - Import\Export

_-pdfimport

Imports a PDF file to the current drawing from the command
line

Tools - Import\Export

_pdflayers

Controls the display of layers in a PDF underlay

Tools - Import\Export

_pngout

Saves selected objects to a file in a Portable Network Graphics
format

Tools - Import\Export

_psfill

Fills a two-dimensional polyline outline with a PostScript pattern

Tools - Import\Export

_psout

Creates an Encapsulated PostScript file

Tools - Import\Export

_tifout

Saves selected objects to a file in a TIFF format

Tools - Import\Export

_ulayers

Launches the Underlay Layers dialog (no selection required)

Tools - Import\Export

_wmfin

Imports a Windows metafile

Tools - Import\Export

_wmfopts

Sets options for WMFIN

Tools - Import\Export

_wmfout

Saves objects to a Windows metafile

Tools - Import\Export

dgnframe

Determines whether the DGN frame is visible.

Tools - Import\Export

dgnimportmax

Controls the maximum number of elements that are translated
during DGNIMPORT.

Tools - Import\Export

dgnimportmode

Determines whether to import the DGN file into the currently
open drawing

Tools - Import\Export

dgnimportunitconversion

Todo: DGN Import setvar. Added in Ironman sp2

Tools - Import\Export

dgnmappingpath

Stores the location of the DGNSetups.INI file where DGN
mapping setups are stored.

Tools - Import\Export

dgnosnap

Determines whether object snapping is active for DGN underlays
which are attached to the drawing.

Tools - Import\Export

dwfframe

Determines whether the DWF frame is visible.

Tools - Import\Export

dwfosnap

Determines whether object snapping is active for DWF underlays
which are attached to the drawing.

frame

Controls whether image/DWF/PDF/DGN/Xclip/Pointcloudclip
frames are displayed and plotted. This parameter overwrites all
individual image/DWF/PDF/DGN/Xclip/Pointcloudclip frame
settings.

Tools - Import\Export
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Tools - Import\Export

frameselection

Controls whether to turn off the ability to select images and
clipping boundaries when the frame is turned off (restore Gator
behavior).

Tools - Import\Export

msolescale

Controls the size of an OLE object with text that is pasted into
model space.

Tools - Import\Export

oleframe

Controls the size of an OLE object with text that is pasted into
model space.

Tools - Import\Export

olehide

Controls the display of OLE objects

Tools - Import\Export

olequality

Controls the default quality level for embedded OLE objects.

Tools - Import\Export

olestartup

Controls whether the source application of an embedded OLE
object loads when plotting.

Tools - Import\Export

pdfframe

Determines whether the PDF frame is visible and plotted.

Tools - Import\Export

pdfimportfilter

Determines filter settings when importing a PDF file

Tools - Import\Export

pdfimportimagepath

Controls where extracted images files reside when importing a
PDF file

Tools - Import\Export

pdfimportlayers

Determines layer settings when importing a PDF file

Tools - Import\Export

pdfimportmode

Determines settings when importing a PDF file

Tools - Import\Export

pdfosnap

Determines whether object snapping is active for PDF underlays
which are attached to the drawing.

Tools - Import\Export

psprolog

Assigns a name for a prolog section to be read from the
aoem.psf

Tools - Import\Export

psquality

Controls the rendering quality of PostScript images and whether
they are drawn as filled objects or as outlines.

Tools - Import\Export

uosnap

Controls whether DWF/PDF/DGN OSNAP’s are turned on or off.
This parameter overwrites all individual DWF/PDF/DGN OSNAP
settings.

Tools - Import\Export

wmfbkgnd

Controls whether the background display of AutoCAD OEM
objects is transparent in other applications

Tools - Import\Export

wmfforegnd

Controls whether the foreground display of AutoCAD OEM
objects is transparent in other applications

Tools - Internet

_+publish

Selects an existing Drawing Set Descriptions (DSD) file from a
standard file selection dialog box.

Tools - Internet

_3ddwf

Creates a 3D DWF file of your three-dimensional model and
displays it in the DWF Viewer

Tools - Internet

_3ddwfpublish

Creates a 3D DWF file of your three-dimensional model and
displays it in the DWF Viewer

Tools - Internet

_ai_publish

Menu utility for publish

Tools - Internet

_attachurl

Attaches a URL to an object or an area

Tools - Internet

_autopublish

Specifies options for publishing automatically.

Tools - Internet

_bgplotreceive

Used by the publish command for doing background plots.

Tools - Internet

_browser

Launches the default Web browser defined in your system’s
registry
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Tools - Internet

_browser2

Launches the default Web browser defined in your system’s
registry

Tools - Internet

_detachurl

Detaches a URL from an object or area

Tools - Internet

_dwfformat

Sets the default DWF format to either DWF or DWFx for the
following commands: Publish, 3DDWF, and Export

Tools - Internet

_-export

Creates a DWF, DWFx, or PDF file and allows you to set
individual page setup overrides on a sheet by sheet basis.

Tools - Internet

_exportdwf

Creates a DWF file and allows you to set individual page setup
overrides on a sheet by sheet basis.

Tools - Internet

_exportdwfx

Creates a DWFx file and allows you to set individual page setup
overrides on a sheet by sheet basis.

Tools - Internet

_exportpdf

Creates a PDF file and allows you to set individual page setup
overrides on a sheet by sheet basis.

Tools - Internet

_exportsettings

Internal command to invoke preview, export options setting ,
pagesetup dialog ,window selection funtionality

Tools - Internet

_gotourl

Loads the Web browser and searches for the location embedded
in the selected object

Tools - Internet

_hyperlink

Attaches a hyperlink to a graphical object

Tools - Internet

_-hyperlink

Attaches a hyperlink to a graphical object

Tools - Internet

_hyperlinkback

Navigates to the previous hyperlinked document

Tools - Internet

_hyperlinkfwd

Navigates to the next hyperlinked document

Tools - Internet

_hyperlinkopen

Opens a hyperlink document.

Tools - Internet

_hyperlinkoptions

Controls the visibility of the hyperlink cursor and the display of
hyperlinktool tips

Tools - Internet

_hyperlinkstop

Cancels the current navigation selection

Tools - Internet

_publish

Publishes the current drawing sheets to either a DWF file or a
plotting device.

Tools - Internet

_-publish

Publishes the current drawing sheets to either a DWF file or a
plotting device from the command line.

Tools - Internet

_publishtoweb

Publish to web

Tools - Internet

_selecturl

Selects objects that have URLs associated with them

Tools - Internet

_setIdrophandler

Specifies the default type of i-drop content for the current
Autodesk application

Tools - Internet

_webload

Loads a JavaScript

Tools - Internet

3ddwfprec

Controls the precision of 3D DWF publishing.

Tools - Internet

automaticpub

Controls whether the AutoPublish feature is on or off

Tools - Internet

bgrdplottimeout

Specifies the timeout value for background plot

Tools - Internet

exporteplotformat

Tied with the file format split button on export to DWF/PDF
panel

Tools - Internet

exportmodelspace

Tied with the Export drop-down list in model space

Tools - Internet

exportpagesetup

Tied with the “Page setup” drop-down list on Export to
DWF/PDF

Tools - Internet

exportpaperspace

Tied with the Export drop-down list in paper space
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Tools - Internet

hyperlinkbase

Specifies the path used for all relative hyperlinks in the drawing.

Tools - Internet

inetlocation

Stores the Internet location used by the BROWSER command
and the Browse the Web dialog box.

Tools - Internet

publishallsheets

Controls how the Publish dialog box list is populated when the
PUBLISH command is issued..

Tools - Internet

publishhatch

Controls the publishing of Hatch and Gradient boundary
information to the DWF (or DWFx) files.

Tools - Markup

*msmstate

Markup window state

Tools - Markup

_markup

Displays the details of markup and allows you to change their
status

Tools - Markup

_markupclose

Closes the Markup Set Manager

Tools - Markup

_opendwfmarkup

Displays the Select DWF Markup dialog box.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

*ssmstate

Sheet Set Manager window state.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

_newsheetset

Creates a new sheet set

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

_opensheetset

The Open Sheet Set dialog box (a standard file selection dialog
box) is displayed.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

_-opensheetset

Open a sheet set from the command line.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

_sheetset

Displays the Sheet Set Manager.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

_sheetsethide

Hides the Sheet Set Manager.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

publishcollate

Controls whether sheets are published as a single job

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

ssfound

Displays the sheet set path and file name if a search for a sheet
set is successful.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

sslocate

Controls whether AutoCAD OEM attempts to locate and open
the sheet set associated with a drawing when the drawing is
opened.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

ssmautoopen

Controls whether AutoCAD OEM displays the Sheet Set Manager
when a drawing associated with a sheet is opened.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

ssmpolltime

Controls the polling interval of timer-based sheet status check.

Tools - Sheet Set Mgr.

ssmsheetstatus

Controls levels of sheet status polling. The polling is a process
that queries each sheet drawing for its file status.

Tools - Tool Palette

*tpstate

Monitors Tool Palette state. Used in menu code.

Tools - Tool Palette

_bauthorpalette

Opens the Tool Palettes window.

Tools - Tool Palette

_bauthorpaletteclose

Opens the Tool Palettes window.

Tools - Tool Palette

_executetool

Repeats the last executed tool palette command.

Tools - Tool Palette

_hidepalettes

Hides all currently displayed palettes such as the tool palettes
and the command line interface

Tools - Tool Palette

_showpalettes

Displays all palettes previously hidden by HIDEPALETTES

Tools - Tool Palette

_toolpalettes

Opens the Tool Palettes window.

Tools - Tool Palette

_toolpalettesclose

Closes the Tool Palettes window.

Tools - Tool Palette

_tpnavigate

Displays a specified tool palette or palette group
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showpalettestate

System variable to determine whether palettes are shown or
hidden.

View - 2D

*2dretainmode

Hidden sysvar to control whether to use GPU memory cache
graphics data to be reused in successive frames. It also enables
GPU precision.

View - 2D

*gpulinetype

Hidden sysvar to control whether to use GPU or CPU to generate
linetype.

View - 2D

*HQGEOM

Turns High Quality Geometry on or off

View - 2D

*linesmoothing

Turns 2D line smoothing effect on or off

View - 2D

*skip2dregens

Controls whether 2D regens are done when in 3D viewports.

View - 2D

_+view

Saves and restores named views dialog box

View - 2D

_+vports

Divides the graphics area into multiple tiled viewports from
dialog

View - 2D

_aecdisplaymanagerconfigsselection

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_-aecdwgunits

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_-aecexporttoautocad

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecfileopenmessage

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecfilesavemessage

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecobjectcopymessage

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecobjreldump

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecobjrelshow

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecobjrelupdate

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecpostdxfinfix

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecsetxrefconfig

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_aecversion

Support for AEC object enabler functionality

View - 2D

_background

Sets up the background for your view.

View - 2D

_dducs

UCS control

View - 2D

_ddview

Saves and restores named views

View - 2D

_dsviewer

Opens the Aerial View window

View - 2D

_editshot

Opens the Edit View dialog box with the &amp;quot;Shot
properties&amp;quot; tab active.

View - 2D

_mspace

Switches from paper space to a model space viewport

View - 2D

_mview

Creates floating viewports and turns on existing floating
viewports

View - 2D

_newshot

Opens the New View dialog box with the &amp;quot;Shot
properties&amp;quot; tab active.

View - 2D

_newview

Expedites the creation of a new view

View - 2D

_pan

Moves the drawing display in the current viewport

View - 2D

_-pan

Moves the drawing display in the current viewport from
command line

View - 2D

_plan

Displays the plan view of a user coordinate system

View - 2D

_pspace

Switches from a model space viewport to paper space

Tools - Tool Palette
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View - 2D

_qvdrawing

Displays currently open drawings and layouts within a drawing in
a thumbnail preview

View - 2D

_-qvdrawing

Command line version of qvdrawing.

View - 2D

_qvdrawingclose

Closes the thumbnail preview of open drawings

View - 2D

_qvlayout

Displays the thumbnail preview of a model space and layouts
within a drawing

View - 2D

_-qvlayout

Command line command to display the thumbnail preview of a
model space and layouts within a drawing

View - 2D

_qvlayoutclose

Closes the thumbnail preview of a model space and layouts
within a drawing

View - 2D

_redraw

Refreshes the display of the current viewport

View - 2D

_redrawall

Refreshes the display of all viewports

View - 2D

_regen

Regens current viewport (recalculates all entities)

View - 2D

_regenall

Regens all viewports

View - 2D

_regenauto

Controls automatic regeneration of a drawing

View - 2D

_rtpan

Real time pan

View - 2D

_rtzoom

Real time zoom

View - 2D

_treestat

Displays information about the drawing's current spatial index

View - 2D

_updatethumbsnow

Manually updates thumbnail previews for sheets, sheet views,
and model space views in the Sheet Set Manager

View - 2D

_view

Saves and restores named views, camera views, sheet views,
and preset views

View - 2D

_-view

Saves and restores named views from command line

View - 2D

_viewback

Navigate view backward without incurring any undo

View - 2D

_viewforward

Navigate view forward to a stored view from back view
navigation and it doesn't record any undo recording

View - 2D

_viewports

Creates new viewport configurations, or names and saves a
model space viewport configuration.

View - 2D

_viewres

Sets the resolution for object generation in the current viewport

View - 2D

_vpclip

Clips viewport objects

View - 2D

_vplayer

Sets layer visibility within viewports

View - 2D

_vpmax

Expands the current layout viewport for editing

View - 2D

_vpmin

Restores the current layout viewport

View - 2D

_vpoint

Sets the three-dimensional viewing direction

View - 2D

_vports

Divides the graphics area into multiple tiled viewports

View - 2D

_-vports

Divides the graphics area into multiple tiled viewports from
command line

View - 2D

_vtoptions

The View Transitions dialog box is displayed.

View - 2D

_zoom

Increases or decreases the apparent size of objects in the
current viewport

View - 2D

clayout

Sets the current layout.

View - 2D

cvport

Sets the identification number of the current viewport.
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View - 2D

draworderctl

Controls draw order functionality.

View - 2D

frontz

Stores the front clipping plane offset from the target plane for
the current viewport, in drawing units.

View - 2D

intelligentupdate

Controls the graphics refresh rate.

View - 2D

linefading

Turns 2D line fading effect on or off

View - 2D

linefadinglevel

Change 2D line fading effect level

View - 2D

ltgapselection

Sysvar to control whether gaps of linetypes can be detected for
actions like selection, preview etc.

View - 2D

pucsbase

Stores the name of the UCS that defines the origin and
orientation of orthographic UCS settings in paper space only.

View - 2D

qvdrawingpin

Controls the default state of the thumbnail images of drawings.

View - 2D

qvdrawingpreviewsize

System variable that controls the size of the drawing preview

View - 2D

qvlayoutpin

Controls the default state of the thumbnail images of layouts
and model space in a drawing

View - 2D

qvlayoutpreviewsize

System variable that controls the size of the layout preview

View - 2D

qvsmpreviewsize

System variable that controls the size of the showmotion
preview

View - 2D

regenmode

Controls automatic regeneration of the drawing.

View - 2D

target

Stores the location (as a UCS coordinate) of the target point for
the current viewport.

View - 2D

touchmode

Allows the touch interface to be cancelled by a ribbon operation.

View - 2D

treedepth

Specifies the maximum depth, that is, the number of times the
tree-structured spatial index can divide into branches.

View - 2D

treemax

Limits memory consumption during drawing regeneration by
limiting the number of nodes in the spatial index (oct-tree).

View - 2D

updatethumbnail

Controls whether thumbnail previews are updated when the
drawing is saved.

View - 2D

viewbackstatus

Used to indicate if viewback operation is available or not

View - 2D

viewctr

Stores the center of view in the current viewport.

View - 2D

viewdir

Stores the viewing direction in the current viewport expressed in
UCS coordinates.

View - 2D

viewfwdstatus

Used to indicate if viewforward operation is available or not

View - 2D

viewmode

Controls the View mode for the current viewport using bitcode.

View - 2D

viewsize

Stores the height of the view in the current viewport.

View - 2D

viewtwist

Stores the view twist angle for the current viewport.
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View - 2D

visretain

Controls the visibility, color, linetype, lineweight, and plot styles

View - 2D

vpcontrol

Controls the visibility of Viewport Access Control

View - 2D

vplayeroverrides

Indicates if there are any layers with viewport (VP) property
overrides for the current layout viewport.

View - 2D

vplayeroverridesmode

Controls whether layer property overrides associated with
layout viewports are displayed and plotted.

View - 2D

vpmaximizedstate

Stores a value that indicates whether the viewport is maximized.
You cannot plot or publish when the viewport is maximized.

View - 2D

vprotateassoc

Controls whether the view angle is rotated when a viewport is
rotated

View - 2D

vsmax

Stores the upper-right corner of the current viewport's virtual
screen.

View - 2D

vsmin

Stores the lower-left corner of the current viewport's virtual
screen.

View - 2D

vtduration

Sets the duration of a smooth view transition, in milliseconds.

View - 2D

vtenable

Controls when smooth view transitions are used

View - 2D

vtfps

Sets the minimum speed of a smooth view transition, in frames
per second.

View - 2D

zoomfactor

Accepts an integer between 3 and 100 as valid values.

View - 2D

zoomwheel

Toggles the direction of transparent zoom operations when you
scroll the middle mouse wheel.

View - 3D

*consolidategeometry

Controls if geometry is consolidated/combined when drawn
using 3D hardware. Defaults to true

View - 3D

*frameinteractivitymode

Controls degradation mode. 0 for legacy multi-threaded
degradation, 1 for single-threaded degradation, 2 for scene
consolidated degradation.

View - 3D

*vsstate

Stores a value that indicates whether the Visual Styles window is
open.

View - 3D

_3dclip

Invokes the 3DORBIT command and opens the Adjust Clipping
Planes window

View - 3D

_3dcorbit

Starts the interactive 3D view and enables you to set the objects
in the 3D view into continuous motion

View - 3D

_3ddistance

Starts the interactive 3D view and makes objects appear closer
or farther away

View - 3D

_3dfly

Interactively changes your view of a 3D drawings so that you
appear to be flying through the model

View - 3D

_3dforbit

Controls the interactive viewing of objects in 3D, using an
unconstrained orbit

View - 3D

_3dorbit

Controls the three-dimensional view of objects

View - 3D

_3dorbitctr

starts 3D Orbit view and uses a center of rotation that you
specify with your pointing device.

View - 3D

_3dorbittransparent

Invokes the 3DORBIT command transparently
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View - 3D

_3dpan

Invokes the 3DORBIT command and allows you to move objects
in the view

View - 3D

_3dpan2

Internal command to be used to panning and without putting it
into command history

View - 3D

_3dpantransparent

Invokes the 3DORBIT command transparently and allows you to
move objects in the view

View - 3D

_3dswivel

Invokes the 3DORBIT command and simulates the effect of
turning the camera

View - 3D

_3dswiveltransparent

Invokes the 3DORBIT command transparently and simulates the
effect of turning the camera

View - 3D

_3dwalk

Interactively changes your view of a 3D drawings so that you
appear to be walking through the model

View - 3D

_3dzoom

Invokes the 3DORBIT command and allows you to zoom in and
out on the view

View - 3D

_3dzoom2

Like 3dZoom but without command history

View - 3D

_3dzoomtransparent

Invokes the 3DORBIT command transparently and allows you to
zoom in and out on the view

View - 3D

_allplay

Plays all named views in current drawing.

View - 3D

_camera

Sets the camera and target location

View - 3D

_dview

Defines parallel projection or perspective views

View - 3D

_graphicsconfig

Provides a dialog interface to the performance tuning settings

View - 3D

_-graphicsconfig

Provides a command-line interface to the performance tuning
settings

View - 3D

_hide

Regenerates a three-dimensional model with hidden lines
suppressed

View - 3D

_hlsettings

Displays the Hidden Line Settings dialog box

View - 3D

_isoplane

Specifies the current isometric plane

View - 3D

_navbar

Shows or hides the Navigation Bar

View - 3D

_navsmotion

Displays the ShowMotion interface

View - 3D

_-navsmotion

Command line version of the ShowMotion command.

View - 3D

_navsmotionclose

Closes the ShowMotion interface

View - 3D

_navswheel

Displays the SteeringWheel

View - 3D

_navvcube

Controls the visibility and display properties of the ViewCube

View - 3D

_regen3

Regens the 3D graphics system.

View - 3D

_sequenceplay

Plays the named views in one view category.

View - 3D

_shade

Displays a flat-shaded image of the drawing in the current
viewport

View - 3D

_-shade

Displays a flat-shaded image of the drawing in the current
viewport from command line

View - 3D

_shademode

Shades the objects in the current viewport

View - 3D

_-shademode

Command line version of shademode command.
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View - 3D

_solview

Creates floating viewports using orthographic projection to lay
out multi- and sectional view drawings of 3D solid and body
objects

View - 3D

_viewcubeaction

Internal command used by Viewcube.

View - 3D

_viewgo

Restores a named view

View - 3D

_viewplay

Plays the animation associated to a named view

View - 3D

_visualstyles

Creates and modifies visual styles and applies a visual style to a
viewport

View - 3D

_-visualstyles

Command line version of -visualstyles.

View - 3D

_visualstylesclose

Closes the Visual Styles Manager

View - 3D

_-vpoint

Sets the viewing direction for a three-dimensional visualization
of the drawing

View - 3D

_vscurrent

Sets the visual style in the current viewport

View - 3D

_vssave

Saves a visual style

View - 3D

_walkflysettings

Sets 3D walk and 3D fly animations

View - 3D

backz

Stores the back clipping plane offset from the target plane for
the current viewport, in drawing units.

View - 3D

cameradisplay

Toggles the display of camera objects in the current drawing.

View - 3D

cameraheight

Specifies the default height for newly created camera objects.

View - 3D

capturethumbnails

Specifies if and when thumbnails are captured for the Rewind
tool when a legacy navigation tool is used to change the current
view.

View - 3D

dispsilh

Controls display of silhouette curves of solid objects in wire
frame mode.

View - 3D

dragvs

Sets the visual style while creating 3D solid primitives.

View - 3D

elevation

Sets elevation and extrusion thickness

View - 3D

halogap

Specifies the distance to shorten a haloed line.

View - 3D

hideprecision

Controls the accuracy of hides and shades.

View - 3D

hidetext

Specifies whether text objects are processed during a HIDE
command.

View - 3D

intersectioncolor

Specifies the line color for the face/face intersections

View - 3D

intersectiondisplay

Specifies if face/face intersections are to be displayed in hidden
line modes.

View - 3D

isolines

Specifies the number of isolines per surface on objects.

View - 3D

navbardisplay

Controls the display of the Navigation Bar in the current
viewport

View - 3D

navswheelmode

Specifies the current mode of the SteeringWheel.

View - 3D

navswheelopacitybig

Controls the opacity of the big wheels.

View - 3D

navswheelopacitymini

Controls the opacity of the mini wheels.

View - 3D

navswheelsizebig

Specifies the size of the big wheels.

View - 3D

navswheelsizemini

Specifies the size of the mini wheels.

View - 3D

navvcubedisplay

Controls the display of the ViewCube for the current viewport
when the 3D graphic system is active.
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View - 3D

navvcubelocation

Identifies the corner in a viewport where the ViewCube will be
displayed.

View - 3D

navvcubeopacity

Controls the opacity of the ViewCube when inactive.

View - 3D

navvcubeorient

Controls whether the ViewCube reflects the current UCS or
WCS.

View - 3D

navvcubesize

Specifies the size of the ViewCube.

View - 3D

obscuredcolor

Specifies the color of obscured lines.

View - 3D

obscuredltype

Specifies the linetype of obscured lines.

View - 3D

orbitautotarget

Indicates auto target for view orbit related commands is on or
off

View - 3D

shadedge

Controls the shading of edges in rendering.

View - 3D

shadedif

Sets the ratio of diffuse reflective light to ambient light in
percentage of diffuse reflective light, when SHADEDGE is set to 0
or 1.

View - 3D

showmotionpin

Controls the default state of the thumbnail shots.

View - 3D

smstate

Stores a value that indicates whether the ShowMotion is open,
closed. (read-only)

View - 3D

sortents

Controls the OPTIONS command (from the Selection tab) object
sort order operations.

View - 3D

spacemouseaction

Internal command to handle space mouse motion event and
button event

View - 3D

vsbackgrounds

Controls whether backgrounds are displayed in the visual style
applied to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsedgecolor

Sets the color of edges in the visual style in the current viewport.
The initial value is 7 (ACI Black).

View - 3D

vsedgejitter

Controls the degree to which lines are made to appear as
though sketched with a pencil.

View - 3D

vsedgelex

Makes edges on 3D objects extend beyond their intersection for
a hand-drawn effect.

View - 3D

vsedgeoverhang

Specifies the amount of edge overhang in pixels. The range is 100 to 100.

View - 3D

vsedges

Controls the types of edges that are displayed in the viewport.

View - 3D

vsedgesmooth

Specifies the angle at which crease edges are displayed.

View - 3D

vsfacecolormode

Controls how the color of faces is calculated.

View - 3D

vsfacehighlight

Controls the display of specular highlights on faces without
materials in the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsfaceopacity

Controls the transparency of faces in the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsfacestyle

Controls how faces are displayed in the current viewport.

View - 3D

vshalogap

Sets the halo gap in the visual style applied to the current
viewport.

View - 3D

vshideprecision

Controls the accuracy of hides and shades in the visual style
applied to the current viewport.
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View - 3D

vsintersectioncolor

Specifies the color of intersection polylines in the visual style
applied to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsintersectionedges

Controls the display of intersection edges in the visual style
applied to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsintersectionltype

Controls whether intersection lines are displayed in the current
viewport and sets their linetype.

View - 3D

vsisoontop

Displays isolines on top of shaded objects in the visual style
applied to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vslightingquality

Sets the lighting quality in the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsmaterialmode

Controls the display of materials in the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsmonocolor

Sets the color for monochrome display of faces in the visual style
applied to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsobscuredcolor

Specifies the color of obscured lines in the visual style applied to
the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsobscurededges

Controls whether obscured (hidden) edges are displayed.

View - 3D

vsobscuredltype

Specifies the linetype of obscured lines in the visual style applied
to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsoccludedcolor

Specifies the color of occluded (hidden) lines in the visual style
applied to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsoccludededges

Controls whether occluded (hidden) edges are displayed.

View - 3D

vsoccludedltype

Specifies the linetype of occluded (hidden) lines in the visual
style applied to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vsshadows

Controls whether a visual style displays shadows.

View - 3D

vssilhedges

Controls display of silhouette curves of solid objects in the visual
style applied to the current viewport.

View - 3D

vssilhwidth

Specifies the width in pixels of silhouette edges in the current
viewport.

View - 3D

worlducs

Indicates whether the UCS is the same as the WCS.

View - 3D

worldview

Determines whether input to the 3DORBIT, DVIEW, and VPOINT
commands is relative to the WCS (default), the current UCS, or
the UCS specified by the UCSBASE system variable.

View - Plotting

*sparkversionurl

Read-only sysvar storing the spark version url, so the print studio
installer download address can be acquired.

View - Plotting

_3dprint

Sends a 3D model to Print Studio. It is available on 64-bit system
only.

View - Plotting

_3dprintservice

Sends a 3D model to a 3D printing service.

View - Plotting

_convertctb

Converts color-dependent plot style tables into named plot style
tables

View - Plotting

_convertpstyles

Converts a drawing to use named plot styles

View - Plotting

_ddplotstamp

Places a plot stamp on a specified corner of each drawing and/or
logs it to a file

View - Plotting

_eplotext

Eplot extensions

View - Plotting

_layout

Turns off the layer of selected object(s).
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View - Plotting

_-layout

Creates a new layout and renames copies saves or deletes an
existing layout from command line

View - Plotting

_layoutuixqt

Internal use Layout command

View - Plotting

_layoutwizard

Enables the Layout wizard from which to designate page and
print settings for a new layout

View - Plotting

_model

Switches from the Layout tab to the Model tab and makes it
current

View - Plotting

_pagesetup

Specifies the layout page, plotting device, paper size, and
settings for each new layout

View - Plotting

_pcinwizard

Displays a wizard to import PCP and PC2 configuration file plot
settings into the Model tab or current layout

View - Plotting

_plot

Plots a drawing to a plotter printer or file

View - Plotting

_-plot

Plots a drawing to a plotter printer or file from command line

View - Plotting

_plotstamp

Places a plot stamp on a specified corner of each drawing and/or
logs it to a file

View - Plotting

_-plotstamp

Places a plot stamp on a specified corner of each drawing and/or
logs it to a file

View - Plotting

_plotstyle

Sets the current plot style for new objects

View - Plotting

_-plotstyle

Sets the current plot style for new objects from command line

View - Plotting

_plottermanager

Displays the Autodesk Plotter Manager which provides access to
the Add-a-Plotter wizard, PC3 plotter configuration files, and the
Plotter Configuration Base - Editor

View - Plotting

_preview

Shows how the drawing will look when it is printed or plotted

View - Plotting

_psetupin

Imports a user-defined page setup into a new drawing layout

View - Plotting

_-psetupin

Imports a user-defined page setup into a new drawing layout
from command line

View - Plotting

_r14penwizard

Creates a color-dependent plot style table

View - Plotting

_stylesmanager

Displays the Autodesk Plot Style Manager which provides access
to the Add-a-Plot Style Table wizard and the Plot Style Table
Base - Editor

View - Plotting

_viewplotdetails

Displays information about completed plot and publish jobs

View - Plotting

backgroundplot

Controls whether background plotting is turned on or off.

View - Plotting

cplotstyle

Controls the current plot style for new objects.

View - Plotting

deflplstyle

Specifies the default plot style for new objects.

View - Plotting

defplstyle

Specifies the default plot style for new objects.

View - Plotting

fullplotpath

Controls whether the full path of the drawing file is sent to the
plot spooler

View - Plotting

layoutregenctl

Specifies how the display list is updated in the Model tab and
layout tabs
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View - Plotting

paperupdate

Controls the display of a warning dialog when attempting to
print a layout with a paper size different from the paper size
specified by the default for the plotter configuration file.

View - Plotting

plotoffset

Controls whether the plot offset is relative to the printable area
or to the edge of the paper.

View - Plotting

plotrotmode

Controls the orientation of plots.

View - Plotting

plottransparencyoverride

Controls whether the transparency of objects are plotted.

View - Plotting

plquiet

Controls the display of optional dialog boxes and nonfatal errors
for batch plotting and scripts.

View - Plotting

previewfilter

Excludes specified object types from selection previewing.

View - Plotting

previewtype

Controls the view to use for the drawing thumbnail.

View - Plotting

psltscale

Controls paper space linetype scaling.

View - Plotting

pstylemode

Indicates whether the current drawing is in a Color-Dependent
or Named Plot Style mode.

View - Plotting

pstylepolicy

Controls whether an object's color property is associated with its
plot style.

View - Plotting

psvpscale

Sets the view scale factor for all newly created viewports.

View - Plotting

rasterdpi

Controls paper size and plot scaling when changing from
dimensional to dimensionless output devices, or vice versa,
converts milimeters or inches to pixels, or vice versa.

View - Plotting

tilemode

Makes the Model tab or the last layout tab current.
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